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This paper describes the status of the 2012 edition of the HITRAN molecular spectroscopic
compilation. The new edition replaces the previous HITRAN edition of 2008 and its
updates during the intervening years. The HITRAN molecular absorption compilation is
comprised of six major components structured into folders that are freely accessible on
the internet. These folders consist of the traditional line-by-line spectroscopic parameters
required for high-resolution radiative-transfer codes, infrared absorption cross-sections
for molecules not yet amenable to representation in a line-by-line form, ultraviolet
spectroscopic parameters, aerosol indices of refraction, collision-induced absorption data,
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and general tables such as partition sums that apply globally to the data. The new HITRAN
is greatly extended in terms of accuracy, spectral coverage, additional absorption
phenomena, and validity. Molecules and isotopologues have been added that address
the issues of atmospheres beyond the Earth. Also discussed is a new initiative that casts
HITRAN into a relational database format that offers many advantages over the longstanding sequential text-based structure that has existed since the initial release of
HITRAN in the early 1970s.
& 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
This article describes the data that have been added,
modified, or enhanced in the HITRAN (High Resolution
Transmission) compilation since the previous update of
2008 [1] (hereafter called HITRAN2008 in the text). The
HITRAN compilation is comprised of several components
that have been arranged into folders that include (1) line-byline spectroscopic parameters for high resolution molecular
absorption and radiance calculations (from the microwave
through visible region of the spectrum); (2) infrared absorption cross-sections (generally representing absorption by
molecules that have very dense spectra or many low-lying
vibrational modes); (3) ultraviolet datasets (both line-by-line
and cross-section); (4) tables of aerosol refractive indices;
(5) collision-induced absorption datasets; and (6) global
data and software for filtering and managing the data. The
updates to these six portions of HITRAN will be discussed in
the following sections.
The data that enter HITRAN or replace previous entries
go through a rigorous process. Fig. 1 is a schematic of the
general process. The vertical box on the left (source box) is
a representation of the many sources that come to the
attention of the HITRAN committee. This committee is
formed of an international group of spectroscopists with
expertise that cover all the molecules and spectral regions

encompassed by HITRAN. Sources selected (which can
include measurements or calculations of line positions,
intensities, line-shape parameters, etc.) are then cast into
the format of the HITRAN line list, or cross-section sets if
that is applicable. Basic rules are applied to the line list as
shown in the legend, and errors and outliers are culled.
If possible, the line list is then provided for comparison with
independent observations, often long-path high-resolution
atmospheric measurements. The results are then discussed
with the committee at large. This whole process is intensive; there are quality measurements and calculations
appearing in the literature and presented at meetings that
may not get into the source box and may later appear as
updates to HITRAN editions. Finally, users play an important
role in the process. Inevitably errors can appear in the
database, or important newer information does not get
incorporated. Users often conduct new laboratory or field
measurements that provide additional input to the scheme.
It is necessary to call attention to some caveats. The units
used throughout HITRAN and this paper do not strictly adhere
to the SI system for both historical and application-specific
reasons. Thus cm (centimeter) is seen throughout, as is atm
(atmosphere) for pressure. We also employ the symbol ν
throughout for line position in cm  1, thereby dropping
~ that is the official designation of wavenumber.
the tilde ðvÞ
We normally express the HITRAN unit for intensity as

Fig. 1. Validation scheme for HITRAN line lists.
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cm  1/(molecule cm  2) rather than simplifying to the equivalent cm/molecule. In this manner we emphasize the quantity
as wavenumber per column density, which is consistent with
the viewpoint of atmospheric radiative-transfer codes.
There are a number of transitions in the line-by-line
portion of HITRAN that have not been fully assigned in
terms of quantum identification. Their lower-state energy
is not known, but these transitions have been carefully
measured at room temperature (296 K is the standard
HITRAN temperature) or, in the case of some methane
lines, at different low temperatures. We have opted to
retain many of these important lines in the database, using
minus one (  1) as a flag to warn users; in some cases, a
crude guess of the lower-state energy has been made for
these unassigned lines.
The line positions in the microwave region can be
measured with a great degree of precision. The previous
HITRAN format for the transition wavenumber, while
allowing for eleven significant digits, suggested a FORTRAN field of F12.6. This had the effect of placing only six
places after the decimal, and thus valuable information in
the microwave region was being lost. Considering that the
flexible decimal point in the line positions can cause
serious issues with existing computer codes, we have
changed this format for only two molecules (HNO3 and
PH3), but are planning to make the changes throughout
the entire database in the future so researchers will have
to start to prepare for this change now. For HNO3 and PH3,
nine places after the decimal are given for line positions
with v≤1 cm  1, eight for 1ov≤10, seven 10ov≤100, and
six everywhere else.

2. Line-by-line parameters
It has been over four years since the release of
HITRAN2008, and during this time frame many significant

improvements have been accomplished and incorporated
into this new edition of HITRAN. The suite of spectral line
parameters which have been represented since 2004 [2] is
displayed in Table 1. The improvements in the line-by-line
parameters have been accomplished by vastly improved
experimental techniques and analysis, as well as more
sophisticated and robust theoretical treatments. In this
section, we describe the changes, additions, and modifications of the molecules represented in the line-by-line
portion of the HITRAN compilation in sub-sections ordered
by the chronological HITRAN molecule number assignment; if no change was made, we still list the molecule in a
sub-section. We emphasize that users of the molecular
data should consult and reference the original sources of
data. These sources are now easy to access (see Section 7).
Table 2 provides an overview of the high-resolution
portion of the new edition of HITRAN. Columns 4 and 6 of
Table 2 are presented to provide a rough comparison with
the previous edition of HITRAN. Note that although for some
of the molecules the amount of lines and the spectral ranges
had not changed, some of the parameters may have changed
(see sections below describing individual molecules). There
are now 47 molecular species with 120 isotopologues overall
(additional species are covered by cross-section data, see
Section 3). The spectral coverage of the line-by-line portion
ranges from the microwave region through the visible (UV
transitions are discussed in Section 4).

2.1. H2O (molecule 1)
The spectrum of water vapor has significant transitions
throughout the complete spectral range of HITRAN. A
detailed knowledge of the spectral line parameters of
water vapor is paramount not only to remote sensing of
planetary atmospheres, but also to disentangle their effect
as interferents in the detection and characterization of

Table 1
Description of the quantities present in the 160-character records (transitions) of the line-by-line portion of the HITRAN database.
Parameter Meaning

Field length Type

Comments or units

M
I
ν
S
A
γair
γself
E″
n

2
1
12
10
10
5
5
10
4

Integer
Integer
Reala
Reala
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real

HITRAN chronological assignment
Ordering by terrestrial abundance
cm  1
cm  1/(molecule cm  2) at standard 296 K
s1
HWHM at 296 K (in cm  1 atm  1)
HWHM at 296 K (in cm  1 atm  1)
cm  1
Temperature-dependent exponent for γair

8
15
15
15
15
6
12
1
7
7

Real
Character
Character
Character
Character
Integer
Integer
Character
Real
Real

cm  1 atm  1 at 296 K
See Table 3 in Ref. [2]
See Table 3 in Ref. [2]
See Table 4 in Ref. [2]
See Table 4 in Ref. [2]
Accuracy for 6 critical parameters (ν, S, γair, γself, n, δ), see Table 5 of Ref. [2]
References for 6 critical parameters (ν, S, γair, γself, n, δ)
Pointer to program and data for the case of line mixing
See details in Ref. [3]
See details in Ref. [3]

δ
V′
V″
Q′
Q″
Ierr
Iref
n
g′
g″

Molecule number
Isotopologue number
Vacuum wavenumber
Intensity
Einstein-A coefficient
Air-broadened half width
Self-broadened half width
Lower-state energy
Temperature-dependence
coefficient
Air pressure-induced line shift
Upper-state “global” quanta
Lower-state “global” quanta
Upper-state “local” quanta
Lower-state “local” quanta
Uncertainty indices
Reference indices
Flag
Statistical weight of upper state
Statistical weight of lower state

a
Double precision is recommended for these parameters in order to preserve significant digits and to accommodate some intensity values with very
low exponents.
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Table 2
Molecules and isotopologues represented in the line-by-line portion of HITRAN.
Molecule

Isotopologuea

HITRAN2012 spectral
coverage (cm–1)

HITRAN2008 spectral
coverage (cm–1)

HITRAN2012 number
of transitions

HITRAN2008 number
of transitions

(1) H2O

161
181
171
162
182
172

0–25,711
0–19,918
0–19,946
0–22,708
0–3825
1234–1599

0–25,233
0–14,519
10–14,473
0–22,708
0–3825
1234–1599

142,045
39,903
27,544
13,237
1611
175

37,432
9753
6992
13,238
1611
175

(2) CO2

626
636
628
627
638
637
828
827
727b
838b

345–12,785
406–12,463
0–9558
0–9600
489–6745
583–6769
491–8161
626–5047
535–6933
4599–4888

352–12,785
438–12,463
0–11,423
0–8271
489–6745
583–6769
491–8161
626–5047

128,170
49,777
79,958
19,264
26,737
2953
7118
821

4599–4888

169,292
70,611
116,482
72,525
26,737
2953
7118
821
5187
121

(3) O3

666
668
686
667
676

0–6997
0–2768
1–2740
0–2122
0–2101

0–5787
0–2768
1–2740
0–2122
0–2101

261,886
44,302
18,887
65,106
31,935

249,456
44,302
18,887
65,106
31,935

(4) N2O

446
456
546
448
447

0–7797
5–5086
4–4704
542–4672
550–4430

0–7797
5–5086
4–4704
542–4672
550–4430

33,074
4222
4592
4250
1705

33,074
4222
4592
4250
1705

c

c

121

(5) CO

26
36
28
27
38
37

3–8465
3–6279
3–6267
3–6339
3–6124
1807–6197

3–8465
3–6279
3–6267
3–6339
3–6124
1807–6197

1019
797
770
728
712
580

917
780
760
728
712
580

(6) CH4

211
311
212
312

0–11,502
0–11,319
7–6511
959–1695

0–9200
0–6070
7–6511
959–1695

336,830
72,420
54,550
4213

212,061
28,793
45,024
4213

(7) O2

66
68
67

0–15,928
1–15,853
0–14,538

0–15,928
1–15,852
0–14,537

1787
875
11,313

1431
671
4326

(8) NO

46
56
48

0–9274
1609–2061
1602–2039

0–9274
1609–2061
1602–2039

103,701
699
679

103,701
699
679

(9) SO2

626
646

0–4093
0–2501

0–4093
2463–2497

72,460
22,661

57,963
287

(10) NO2

646

0–3075

0–3075

104,223

104,223

(11) NH3

4111
5111

0–7000
0–5180

0–5295
0–5180

45,302
1090

27,994
1090

146
156

0–1770
0–923

0–1770

903,854
58,108

487,254

c

(12) HNO3

c

(13) OH

61
81
62

0–19,268
0–329
0–332

0–19,268
0–329
0–332

30,772
295
912

30 769
295
912

(14) HF

19
29

24–46,985
13–47,365

41–11,536

10,073
24,303

107

15
17
25
27

8–34,250
8–34,240
5–33,284
5–33,258

20–13,459
20–10,995

11,879
11,907
29,994
29,911

324
289

19
11

13–16,034
13–16,032

16–9759
16–9758

3039
3031

651
642

(15) HCl

(16) HBr

c

c
c

c

c
c
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Table 2 (continued )
Molecule

Isotopologuea

HITRAN2012 spectral
coverage (cm–1)

HITRAN2008 spectral
coverage (cm–1)

HITRAN2012 number
of transitions

HITRAN2008 number
of transitions

29
21

7–8781
7–8778

c

1455
1455

c

17
27

10–13,908
5–7625

12–8488

3161
1590

806

c

(18) ClO

56
76

0–1208
0–1200

0–1208
0–1200

5721
5780

5721
5780

(19) OCS

622
624
632
623
822

0–4200
0–4166
0–4056
0–4164
0–4046

0–4200
0–4166
0–4056
0–4164
0–4046

15,618
6087
3129
2886
1641

15,618
6087
3123
2788
1626

(20) H2CO

126
136
128

0–3100
0–117
0–101

0–3100
0–73
0–48

40,670
2309
1622

36,120
563
367

(21) HOCl

165
176

1–3800
1–3800

1–3800
1–3800

8877
7399

8877
7399

44
45

11–9355
11–2578

1992–2626

1107
161

120

c

(23) HCN

124
134
125

0–3424
2–3405
2–3420

0–3424
2–3405
2–3420

2955
652
646

2955
652
646

(24) CH3Cl

215
217

0–3198
0–3198

0–3173
0–3162

107,642
104,854

100,279
95,892

(25) H2O2

1661

0–1731

0–1731

126,983

126,983

(26) C2H2

1221
1231
1222

604–9890
613–6589
1–789

604–9890
613–6589

12,613
285
7512

11,055
285

1221
1231

706–3001
725–919

706–3001

43,592
6037

28,439

(28) PH3

1111

0–3602

770–3602

22,189

20,099

(29) COF2

269
369

696–2002
686–815

725–2002

70,601

c

168,793
15,311

(17) HI

(22) N2

(27) C2H6

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

(30) SF6

29

580–996

580–996

2,889,065

2,889,065

(31) H2S

121
141
131

2–11,330
5–11,227
5–11,072

2–4257
5–4172
5–4099

36,561
11,352
6322

12,330
4894
3564

(32) HCOOH

126

10–1890

10–1890

62,684

62,684

(33) HO2

166

0–3676

0–3676

38,804

38,804

6

68–159

68–159

2

2

763–798
765–791

763–798
765–791

21,988
10,211

21,988
10,211

(34) O
(35) ClONO2

5646
7646

(36) NO+

46

1634–2531

1634–2531

1206

1206

(37) HOBr

169
161

0–316
0–316

0–316
0–316

2177
2181

2177
2181

(38) C2H4

221
231

701–3243
2947–3181

701–3243
2947–3181

18,097
281

18,097
281

(39) CH3OH

2161

0–1408

0–1408

19,897

19,897

(40) CH3Br

219
211

794–1706
796–1697

794–1706
796–1697

18,692
18,219

18,692
18,219

(41) CH3CN

2124

890–946

890–946

3572

3572

594–1313

594–1313

60,033

60,033

0–758

c

124,126

c

0–760

c

180,332

c

(42) CF4
(43) C4H2
(44) HC3N

29
2211
1224
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Table 2 (continued )
Molecule

(45) H2

(46) CS

(47) SO3

Isotopologuea

HITRAN2012 spectral
coverage (cm–1)

HITRAN2008 spectral
coverage (cm–1)

HITRAN2012 number
of transitions

HITRAN2008 number
of transitions

11
12

15–36,024
3–36,406

c

4017
5129

c

22
24
32
23

1–2586
1–1359
1–1331
1–156

c

1088
396
396
198

c

0–2825

c

10,881

c

26

c

c
c
c

c

c
c
c

a

Abbreviated code for isotopologues.
Isotopologue 727 (17O12C17O) introduced into HITRAN for the first time in this edition. Isotopologue 838, which existed in the database before but is of
lesser terrestrial abundance, has been reassigned as the 10th isotopologue and has the number zero in the corresponding ASCII format transition field.
c
Not included in HITRAN2008.
b

other species. The techniques of experiment and of theory
have steadily advanced, and new results often disagree
with HITRAN2008 values as well as among themselves. We
have conducted a thorough investigation regarding which
parameters need to be updated or included in the database. Below we describe deficiencies identified in the
HITRAN2008 water-vapor line list and the improvements
made to the line list in the HITRAN2012 compilation.

2.1.1. Deficiencies in the HITRAN2008 H2O line list
Several deficiencies related to the water-vapor line list
were identified and addressed:
(1) Due to the difficulties associated with measurements
of water-vapor line intensities, some values given in
HITRAN were reported to have problems. For instance,
intensities in the 8000–9000 cm  1 spectral region
were reported to have been systematically in error
(10–15%) by authors of more recent experiments [4],
theoretical calculations [5], and atmospheric retrievals
[6,7]. Less dramatic, but still noticeable (5–10%) inconsistencies were identified below 8000 cm  1 (see, for
instance, Refs. [8–10]) where a majority of intensities
down to 1750 cm  1 (for stronger lines) originated
from the unpublished SISAM database of Toth [11].
It is worth pointing out that the SISAM database
tabulates intensities obtained both experimentally
and using a semi-empirical model. However, only the
calculated ones were adopted into the HITRAN database, and it was later determined that the experimental values were often superior to the calculated ones.
In fact, the water vapor line list used by the TCCON
(Total Carbon Column Observing Network) community
[12] employs the measured values by Toth when the
retrievals using HITRAN were not satisfactory.
(2) Air-broadened half widths in HITRAN2008 employed a
rather sophisticated scheme, explained in Ref. [13], that
determines and eliminates the experimental outliers
and then either uses the experimental values or their
averages if they exist, theoretical values calculated using
the complex Robert–Bonamy (CRB) method (see for
instance Refs. [14,15]), or if no experimental or

theoretical value exists, semi-empirical values from
Ref. [16]. There is room for improvement of these
values. For instance, it was found that the CRB calculations should have included a larger number of correlation functions, higher-order cut-offs for convergence,
and exact trajectories [17]. Failure to do so resulted in
underestimation of the widths of some of the lines.
(3) The temperature dependence exponent, n, in
HITRAN2008 originated from CRB calculations [14,15]
and suffered from the same problems as CRB airbroadened half-widths, as identified by Ma et al. [17].
This problem was also confirmed experimentally by
Birk and Wagner [18].
(4) To save disk storage and also due to limited knowledge of
reliable spectral line parameters for weak transitions, the
previous versions of HITRAN employed a nonlinear (with
wavenumber of the transition) intensity cutoff designed
to provide transitions that would contribute to absorption
over very long paths at telluric temperatures. However,
the current cutoff criterion was found to be overly
restrictive for remote-sensing applications [6]. Since disk
storages have significantly increased in their capacity in
recent years and due to the development of new sensitive
experimental techniques (e.g. cavity ring-down spectroscopy) on par with advances in theoretical calculations,
it was decided that the cutoff criterion established in the
first HITRAN edition needed to be relaxed.

2.1.2. Construction of H216O line list
Fig. 2 represents a flow diagram of the construction of the
H216O line list (only for line positions and intensities) for this
edition of HITRAN, while a detailed description is given below.
(1) The asymptote of the previous formula for the inten–29
sity cutoff has been changed to Scrit ¼10
cm  1/
(molecule cm  2) (from the previous value of 3  10  27
cm  1/(molecule cm  2)). The formula for the cutoff is
c ν
S ν
2
0 o ν ≤2000 cm1 ;
Scut ðTÞ ¼ crit tanh
ð1aÞ
νcrit
2T
Scut ðTÞ ¼ Scrit

ν 4 2000 cm1 ;

ð1bÞ

10
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Fig. 2. Flow diagram for the construction of line positions and intensities for the H216O line list.

where c2 is the second radiation constant and T¼296 K.
Lines with intensities greater than Scrit above
νcrit ¼2000 cm  1, as well as weaker lines below
2000 cm  1, are now able to enter the database. We
applied this cutoff to the water-vapor lines in
HITEMP2010 [19], which has intensities originating
from the BT2 ab initio line list [20] with corresponding
HITRAN2008 transitions, as well as empirically-derived
transition wavenumbers replacing ab initio values
whenever possible. In other words, instead of starting
with a HITRAN2008 dataset, we started to work from
the reduced HITEMP database which is essentially the
HITRAN2008 database supplemented with weaker
lines. Whenever a rotational quantum number could
not be determined unambiguously, the index of

symmetry (1, 2, 3, and 4 as defined in Ref. [20])
accompanied with a negative sign was used. Note that
1 and 2 indicate para states, whereas 3 and 4 indicate
ortho states. For the case of unassigned vibrational
quanta, a “-2” label has been adopted.
Owing to this approach, the database not only became
more complete but also does not have any lines for
which the lower-state energy is not provided (contrary
to HITRAN2008 which contained over 800 such lines).
(2) The line positions in HITEMP are either from (a)
HITRAN, or (b) a rather outdated collection of
empirically-derived transition wavenumbers, or (c) an
ab initio origin with uncertainty occasionally reaching
0.3 cm  1. For HITRAN2012, some of these line positions
were improved using the following procedure.
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A very extensive international effort was recently carried out to derive empirical energy levels of water vapor
from the available measured line positions [21] using a
procedure known as MARVEL [22,23] which involves
inverting a cleansed and weighted set of transitions.
This database of energy levels is then used to generate a
dataset of all allowed transitions between these levels.
Here “allowed” refers to transitions with ΔJ¼0, 71,
and ortho–ortho and para–para transitions. These transition wavenumbers replaced the HITEMP values,
unless these values originated from HITRAN and have
uncertainty indices larger than 4 (i.e. good to 0.001 to
0.0001 cm  1). It is important to note that previous
versions of HITRAN had erroneously assigned an uncertainty code “3” to all of the line positions originating
from SISAM [11]. We have reassigned uncertainty codes
for the line positions from the SISAM database in
HITRAN before introducing MARVEL values using the
abovementioned criteria.
(3) In HITRAN2008, experimental intensities from the
work of Coudert et al. [8] were employed wherever
available and the quality of these intensities has
proved to be superior to HITRAN2004 data from SISAM
[11] available in this region. We now employ calculated
intensities from the work of Martin et al. [24] that now
extend to higher wavenumber. Considering that only
strong lines in the 0–3000 cm  1 region from that
work were evaluated, we adopted intensities stronger
than 10–23 cm  1/(molecule cm  2) from that work in
the 800–3000 cm  1 region, and intensities stronger
than 10–26 cm  1/(molecule cm  2) below 800 cm  1.
(4) Newer ab initio intensities from the work of Lodi et al.
[5] were incorporated in the 4500–5500 cm  1 and
12,000–14,000 cm  1 regions. These are the only
regions from this work that were thoroughly evaluated
and these theoretical intensities are superior not only
in comparison with BT2 ab initio values but also with
the available experimental data (for most of the
transitions). The ab initio intensities improve on previous studies by (a) using high-quality ab initio calculations specifically designed to converge the dipole
moment and (b) using sensitivity analysis to identify
those transitions involved in intensity borrowing via
resonances, for which the computed results are not
reliable [19]. Fig. 3 clearly demonstrates that there is
substantially better consistency among the bands in
Lodi et al. than the BT2 work. Intensities shown in the
figure span the 4700–5000 cm  1 region. In particular,
one can see that in the BT2 work, line intensities
calculated for the 3ν2 band were consistently poor,
while the ν1+ν2 and ν2+ν3 bands agreed very well with
experimental data. We also evaluated the 4500–
5000 cm  1 region using retrievals from the solar
pointing FTS at Park Falls, Wisconsin, and found the
Lodi et al. data superior to other publicly available
datasets [25]. A separate publication describing this
work is planned. Note that in the 12,000–14,000 cm  1
region, a rather large number of resonance lines occur
for which reliable theoretical predictions are not yet
available; for those lines the previous HITRAN entries
have been retained.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of HITRAN2008 with the values of BT2 [20] (red
circles) and with the values of Lodi et al. [5] (black squares) in the 4700–
5000 cm  1 region.

(5) Intensities from the work of Oudot et al. [4] were
adopted in the 8000–9000 cm  1 spectral region wherever available. Also, intensities from unpublished,
high-accuracy work by Wagner and Birk [26] in the
1-μm region were taken wherever available. The quality of the intensity data was confirmed by intercomparison with cavity ring-down results [27]. Agreement
in intensities with [27] was better than 1%. For the
vibrational band (201←000), agreement with Lodi and
Tennyson [5] is better than 1%.

2.1.3. Construction of H218O and H217O line lists
Line positions and intensities were taken from the line
lists of Lodi and Tennyson [28] for the entire HITRAN2012
line list of the H218O and H217O isotopologues. In Ref. [28],
line positions and intensities were calculated using the
potential energy surface of Shirin et al. [29] and the dipole
moment function of Lodi et al. [5]. Line intensities in the
case of the ν2 band of H218O were compared to experimental data which are an unpublished part of the line
intensities [8] and line broadening [18] work of Birk and
Wagner. Agreement better than 1% was found. The line
positions were supplemented with transition wavenumbers derived from the corresponding MARVEL dataset [30].
For HITRAN2012, line positions from the SISAM data1
base [11] with uncertainties better than 0.001 cm
were
substituted in place of those from the Lodi and Tennyson
list [28]. Finally, we made full quantum assignments for
just under a hundred unassigned lines from the Lodi and
Tennyson list [28].

2.1.4. HDO line list corrections
An error was discovered in the transcription of the
intensities of HDO line parameters above 11,500 cm  1.
They were a factor of 10 too large in the 2008 release of
HITRAN, and have now been corrected.
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2.1.5. Line-shape parameters for H216O, H218O and H217O
The air-broadened half widths for the first three isotopologues of water molecules continue to be derived
using the procedure described by Gordon et al. [13], with
some experimental outliers identified and removed. Some
of the outliers were identified in the work of Ma et al. [31].
It is worth noting that recent measurements by Birk and
Wagner [18] in the ν2 band region were given priority and
were written into the database directly. These data were
checked using the partner transition scheme [32] which
indicates transitions with the upper and lower rotational
quantum numbers reversed should have half widths that
agree to within several percent in the ν2 band region. This
fact was confirmed for most of the two hundred pairs of
transitions in the data indicating the high quality of the
data. In fact the data are so good it is possible to see
partner scheme differences between ν2 and 2ν2 ν2
transitions.
In the work of Birk and Wagner, a large effort was
undertaken to deliver data with consolidated error bars.
Agreement of measured and modeled data of the nadirsounding satellite instrument IASI was significantly
improved with the new pressure broadening data [33].
A new procedure has been developed for the temperature dependences of air-broadened half widths. For all the
transitions in different bands that had the same rotational
quantum assignments with those measured in Birk and
Wagner [18], these measurements were used. Next, the
temperature-dependence exponents of the air-broadened
half widths from new CRB calculations using a 20 4 4
potential expansion, “exact” trajectories and full velocity
integral for rotational band transitions, were added to the
database. While the CRB potential is not fully optimized,
the values for these temperature-dependence exponents
are better than those obtained from J-averaged values.
Lastly, for those transitions for which no data are available
from the above procedures, experimental values from
Ref. [18] averaged as a function of J were employed.
2.1.6. Future work
Further evaluation of the ab initio intensities from Lodi
et al. [5] is ongoing, and in the future they may be
recommended to be the main source of intensities
throughout the entire database for the principal isotopologue of water vapor, with the exception of the resonant
lines. So far, differences up to 8% between experimental
data and ab initio work for entire vibrational bands are
known [26].
As mentioned above, it was found that the quality of
the CRB calculations of line-shape parameters should
improve significantly, especially for narrower lines, if one
uses a larger number of correlation functions, higher-order
cut-offs for convergence, and exact trajectories [17]. The
quality of calculations can also be improved by using the
better-determined intermolecular potential constants and
wavefunctions from ab initio calculations to replace the
currently implemented Hamiltonian approach. This work
is currently underway. Some of the semi-empirical values
of Jacquemart et al. [16] employed part of the outdated
CRB and experimental values in their derivation and
therefore will also need to be reevaluated. We will also

monitor the availability of parameters for alternative lineshape representations.
A line list similar to that of Lodi and Tennyson for H218O
and H217O [28] is being constructed for HDO using the VTT
ab initio dataset [34] supplemented with line positions
derived from the corresponding MARVEL levels [35].
Although in this edition some of the HDO line shifts were
introduced from the work of Jenouvrier et al. [10], most of
1
the line shifts are still missing above 2000 cm
for this
isotopologue and more experiments and calculations are
needed, while some of the existing line shifts, including
those from Ref. [36], need to be assessed.
2.2. CO2 (molecule 2)
High-quality reference spectroscopic data for the carbon dioxide molecule remains one of the top priorities for
the HITRAN database, due in part to its importance for the
environmental satellite missions, including OCO-2 [37]
and GOSAT [38] and its importance to the studies of the
atmospheres of Mars and Venus [39].
HITRAN2008 featured an extensive update in the
operational region of the OCO-2 satellite (4300–
7000 cm  1). Spectral parameters for the strong and
medium-strength lines were taken from Toth et al. [40],
while spectral parameters for weak lines were adapted
from the Carbon Dioxide Spectroscopic Databank CDSD296 [41] or experimental values from more sensitive CRDS
experiments (see Fig. 4 in the HITRAN2008 paper). For the
lines outside that range, only a few bands were updated
with more recent results, while the CDSD values were used
to fill in the majority of the missing lines to accommodate
a low intensity cut-off of 4  10  30 cm  1/(molecule cm  2).
For the first four most abundant isotopologues in
HITRAN2012, we replaced all parameters taken from the
previous version of CDSD with its newer edition. We also
used new CDSD values to replace a majority of the line
parameters throughout the CO2 dataset unless these lines
originated from very accurate experiments (including
those from Ref. [40]). It is therefore important to give
some background on the new version of the CDSD
databank.
In 2003 the first version of the Carbon Dioxide Spectroscopic Databank, CDSD-296, aimed at atmospheric applications, was created [42]. CDSD-296 line positions and
energy-level wavenumbers were calculated values based
on the effective Hamiltonian and the effective dipole
moment models. Later, in 2008, this version was updated
and expanded [41]. The expanded CDSD-296 included
419,610 transitions of the seven most abundant CO2
isotopologues covering the 5.9 to 12,784.1 cm  1 spectral
range. A large portion of CDSD-296 data was included into
HITRAN2008.
Since that time a large number of experimental studies
of CO2 line positions and intensities have been performed.
In particular, a considerable amount of new experimental
information on rare isotopologues has become available
[43–46].
Measured line positions and intensities previously collected [41] from the literature were augmented with
measurements from recent papers (including those from
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Fig. 4. MkIV balloon spectrum showing the residuals when using (a) HITRAN2008 and (b) HITRAN2012.

[43–60]). In total more than 140,000 measured line positions and nearly 44,000 measured line intensities belonging
to the 12 isotopologues 12C16O2, 13C16O2, 16O12C18O,
16 12 17
O C O, 16O13C18O, 16O13C17O, 12C18O2, 17O12C18O,12C17O2,
13 18
C O2, 17O13C18O, 13C17O2 were used to form the line
position and intensity data files. The data files of the
measured positions were critically evaluated and the sets
of experimental energy levels for each isotopologue were
obtained. Details of this approach as applied to the CO
molecule are given in Ref. [61]. The data files of the
measured line intensities were also critically evaluated
and cleansed of bad measurements. The resulting data files
were used as input data to fit parameters of the effective
Hamiltonians and effective dipole moment operators. Then
the fitted models were used to calculate all possible transitions whose intensities are greater than 10  30 cm  1/
(molecule cm  2) at 296 K (excluding those belonging to a
number of bands of the asymmetric species with an even
value of Δν3+Δν2 for which no line-intensity measurements
have yet been performed). Finally, calculated transition
frequencies were systematically substituted (where

possible) by differences of the upper and lower experimental energy levels. The final line list covers the 3.68–
12,784 cm  1 spectral range. So far only data for the four
most abundant isotopologues (12C16O2, 13C16O2, 16O12C18O,
16 12 17
O C O) were validated. We therefore adapted only data
corresponding to these isotopologues from this new version
of CDSD into HITRAN2012. We also added a new isotopologue, 12C17O2, based on the CDSD database. With that we
note that 12C17O2 is more abundant than 13C18O2 that was
included into HITRAN2008 as isotopologue number “9”. We
therefore renumbered 13C18O2 to be isotopologue number
“10”, while 12C17O2 had become isotopologue number “9” in
HITRAN2012. As one of the highlights of the HITRAN2012
data for carbon dioxide, we would like to stress the increase
in the amount (72,525 lines as opposed to 19,264 in
HITRAN2008) and the quality of spectral lines and their
parameters for 16O12C17O. This became possible through
new experimental data which previously were very sparse
for this isotopologue. Fig. 4 shows the MkIV balloon spectra
in the 706 cm  1 region fitted using HITRAN2008 and
HITRAN2012. The residuals (RMS) change from 1.72% (using
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HITRAN2008) to 0.59% (using HITRAN2012). This is due to
substantial improvement in the line positions for this
isotopologue.
The line-shape parameters now originate from the
recent theoretical and semi-empirical calculations [62–
65], which are in excellent agreement with high-quality
experimental data. However, wherever these high-quality
experimental data were available, they were substituted in
place of the corresponding calculated ones.
The resultant dataset will then be used to update the
line-mixing algorithm developed by Lamouroux et al. [66].
The new line-mixing algorithm will become available in
one of the imminent updates to HITRAN2012.
2.3. O3 (molecule 3)
Ozone is one of the most important molecules for
atmospheric and environmental applications of spectroscopic data. Apart from the well-known issues concerning
the control of the ozone pollution in the troposphere and
the ozone layer in the upper-atmosphere, a detection of
ozone in the atmospheres of exosolar planets might be an
indicator of the presence of oxygen. In this HITRAN edition,
a major improvement has been made concerning ozone
bands corresponding to highly excited vibration states
which are required for validation of the molecular potential energy surfaces (PES) [67,68] and for a correct account
of non-local thermodynamic equilibrium effects [69] in the
modeling of emission and absorption properties of the
middle and upper atmosphere.
The information concerning the changes in HITRAN
parameters is summarized in Tables 3 and 4. In total, seven
updated bands between 3297.46 and 5526.30 cm  1
(Table 3) and 28 new bands between 3492.69 and
6996.68 cm  1 (Table 4) were added to the line-by-line
ozone list using a two-step procedure. First, the parameters of spectroscopic models, line positions, intensities,
and lower-state energy levels resulting from analyses of
experimental spectra [70–78] have been introduced to the
S&MPO (Spectroscopy and Molecular Properties of Ozone)
information system [79] which offers various tools for
spectra simulations and their comparison with experimental records. After the validation via S&MPO, the linelist in the HITRAN format has been generated with an
appropriate cut-off. An overview of the resulting line list is
presented in Fig. 5.

Table 3
Updated bands for

The data for updated bands (Table 3), as well as for
newly provided bands up to 5800 cm  1 (Table 4), are
based on analyses of FTS spectra [70–73] recorded by the
Groupe de Spectrométrie Moléculaire et Atmosphérique
(GSMA) laboratory of Reims University with improved
signal-to-noise ratio. Spectral parameters of two bands,
ν1+2ν2+ν3 and 2ν2+2ν3 from Ref. [70], were replaced by
new data of Ref. [71] completed by the previously unobserved band 2ν1+2ν2. The analysis of this [(022), (121),
(220)] triad has been improved due to better characterization of resonance coupling parameters (using the PES of
Ref. [68]) which was not well defined in the previous
studies. The drastically increased number of assigned
transitions has allowed a significant improvement in line
intensities of 2ν2+2ν3 and of the Q-branch of ν1+2ν2+ν3 as
well as for transitions corresponding to large values of
rotational quantum numbers. An example of the improvement of the spectra modeling is given in Fig. 6.
The line positions of all four hot bands in Table 3 and of
the 3ν1+2ν2  ν1 band (Table 4) have been calculated by
using effective Hamiltonian parameters of Ref. [72]. Line
strengths of these five bands were improved from a fit of
the corresponding dipole transition moment parameters
to experimental intensities [71], whereas they were extrapolated from cold bands in previous studies.
The new dataset covers the spectral range up to
6996.68 cm  1 (Table 4). All data above 5800 cm  1 are
based on analyses of very sensitive data obtained using
cavity ring down spectroscopy (CRDS) [74–78] recorded in
the Laboratoire Interdisciplinaire de Physique (LIPhy) of
Grenoble University providing information on weak bands
which were missing in previous HITRAN editions. For this
dataset, we have slightly extended the format of vibration
quantum numbers because the normal mode assignment
for the corresponding excited vibrations is ambiguous for
some states (a local mode assignment not being universally applicable as well). Following the original works
[74–78], the vibrational assignment has been provided by
the decomposition of the effective wavefunctions in the
normal mode basis set as computed from the PES of
Ref. [67] using the MOL_CT program suite [80]. As a result,
the same normal mode basis function could give major
contributions to two different vibration states. This occurs
when the normal modes are strongly mixed due to
anharmonic resonance interactions. In these cases, an
additional (lower case) ranking index was thus added
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O3.

Band

Number of lines

Spectral range (cm  1)

Sv

References for ν, S

022–000
121–000
113–100
014–001
014–100
113–001
213–000a

1336
1611
658
1136
13
12
954

3297.46–3478.53
3383.04–3483.38
3490.53–3565.76
3520.70–3605.15
3533.85–3562.08
3543.34–3604.91
5447.73–5526.30

9.936
62.720
4.038
12.251
0.029
0.036
9.627

[71,71]
[71,71]
[72,71]
[72,71]
[72,71]
[72,71]
[71,71]

Note: Sv is the sum of line intensities in units of 10  23 cm  1/(molecule cm  2) at 296 K for the corresponding bands included in the line list, ν is the line
position, and S is the line intensity.
a
This band was labeled as 015–000 in the previous version of HITRAN.
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Table 4
Newly included

15

16

O3 bands.

Band

Number of lines

Spectral range (cm  1)

Sv

References for ν, S

320–100
220–000
114–000
080–000
321–000
1051–000
421–010
133–000
411–000
2331–010
034–000
1052–000
1241–000
2231–000
510–000
331–000
025–000
1242–000
430–000
501–000
2232–000
421–000
2051–000
2331–000
242–000
520–000
511–000
2332–000

20
553
538
7
123
730
303
702
444
528
264
678
999
954
39
168
1003
78
111
749
777
409
570
754
457
33
317
417

3492.69–3562.58
3500.08–3635.88
5443.69–5574.11
5474.65–5524.06
5532.36–5569.38
5708.95–5790.90
5815.58–5873.74
5852.44–5931.22
5895.17–5956.76
5941.73–6021.44
5956.88–6078.00
5983.44–6071.43
6019.98–6201.30
6031.75–6130.78
6067.96–6136.40
6163.49–6207.75
6225.12–6311.46
6246.40–6363.42
6284.63–6395.38
6301.80–6365.48
6318.03–6393.74
6503.67–6574.40
6525.82–6593.61
6641.08–6722.18
6665.49–6822.32
6677.10–6771.82
6945.09–6989.76
6950.18–6996.68

0.058
2.629
2.206
0.018
0.521
4.943
0.036
0.472
0.138
0.079
0.085
0.210
0.294
1.179
0.013
0.014
0.770
0.034
0.031
0.637
0.679
0.087
0.197
0.158
0.029
0.002
0.024
0.045

[72,71]
[71,71]
[71,71]
[71,71]
[71,71]
[73,73]
[74,74]
[75,75]
[75,75]
[76,76]
[77,77]
[77,77]
[77,77]
[77,77]
[77,77]
[77,77]
[78,78]
[78,78]
[78,78]
[78,78]
[78,78]
[74,74]
[74,74]
[76,76]
[76,76]
[76,76]
[74,74]
[74,74]

Note: Sv is the sum of line intensities in units of 10  23 cm  1/(molecule cm  2) at 296 K for the corresponding bands included in the line lists, ν is the line
position, and S is the line intensity.

Fig. 5. Schematic overview of the ozone 16O3 transitions in the HITRAN2012 edition. Each of the 261,886 lines corresponds to a circle or a triangle on the
log intensity scale. New data added since the 2008 edition are marked with red full circles. (To understand the use of color in this figure, please see the web
version of this paper.)

according to increasing vibration energy. Because of these
considerations, the vibration labels for some states have
been changed with respect to previous intuitive assignments: the band in the range 5625.97–5704.62 cm  1

previously labeled as (213)–(000) is now reassigned as
(015)–(000).
The line lists were generated by the teams of GSMA
(Reims) and of the Laboratory of Theoretical Spectroscopy
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Fig. 6. Example of an improvement of the Q branch for the ν1+2ν2+ν3 ozone band. The top panel is a comparison of the observed spectrum (in red) with
calculations using HITRAN2008 data (in green); the bottom panel is a calculation with new data from S&MPO (including a few impurity lines marked in
blue in the stick diagram).

of the V.E. Zuev Institute of Atmospheric Optics (Tomsk)
following the corresponding analyses of experimental
spectra [70–78]. In the high wavenumber range above
5000 cm  1, the line position fits using effective models
gave a satisfactory agreement (rms 0.003–0.015 cm  1)
but did not reach the experimental accuracy ( 0.001–
0.003 cm  1). This concerns particularly the CRDS range. In
these cases, the empirical corrections on line positions were
applied as follows: the corresponding line list contained all
allowed transitions computed as differences among energy
levels derived from experimental spectra measured in
Grenoble. All line intensities were computed from effective
dipole transition parameters. The intensity cutoff was fixed
to 10–26 and 2  10  28 cm  1/(molecule cm  2) below and
above 5800 cm  1, respectively.
Altogether for this edition, 5720 ozone lines were
updated (Table 3) and 12,725 lines of new bands
(Table 4) were added for the 16O3 list. The lesser ozone

isotopologue line lists were not changed. The current
state-of-art of the ozone high-resolution studies is
described in the review paper of this Special Issue [81].
2.4. N2O (molecule 4)
Unchanged.
2.5. CO (molecule 5)
The line parameters including line intensities, self- and
air-broadening parameters, temperature dependence and
air-induced line shifts, of the first overtone band of the
three most abundant CO isotopologues 12C16O, 13C16O,
12 18
C O, have been updated, based on the experimental
works of [82], and of [83]. The fitting of the experimental
data in these works has employed the speed-dependent
Voigt profile and took into account line-mixing using the
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Table 5
The format used for the additional spectroscopic parameters for CO and its isotopologues.
Parameter

Speed dependence

Air line-mixing

Rozenkranz air
line-mixing

Temperature dependence
of line shift

Self line-mixing

Rozenkranz self
line-mixing

Field length
Data type

7
Real

8
Real

8
Real

9
Real

8
Real

8
Real

Note: For the line-mixing pair P(J)  P(J+1) or R(J)  R(J+1), the corresponding line-mixing parameters are listed with the P(J) or R(J) line.

Table 6
Overview of growth of the methane line list during the past 30 years of
HITRAN editions.

2012
2008
2004
2001
1996
1992
1986
1982

Number of Minimum IR
lines
intensitya
468,013
290,091
251,440
211,465
48,032
47,415
17,774
11,803

 29

1  10
1  10  29
1  10  29
8  10  29
1  10  24
4  10  24
4  10  24
3  10  24

νmax
(cm  1)

Number of
isotopologuesb

11,500
9200
9200
6185
6185
6107
6107
4667

4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3

a
The minimum intensity for the far-IR is several orders of magnitude weaker than the value selected for the IR. Units of cm  1/
(molecule cm  2).
b
The four isotopologues are 12CH4, 13CH4, 12CH3D, and 13CH3D (the
last one added in 2008).

off-diagonal relaxation matrix formalism [84]. Based on
these works, for 12C16O, the speed dependence of the
broadening, self and air off-diagonal line-mixing, as well
as Rosenkranz [85] self and air line-mixing parameters,
and the temperature dependence of line shift were introduced in a separate file that lists HITRAN molecule and
isotopologue numbers, quantum numbers and the new
parameters in the order shown in Table 5.
For the bands where no measurements of air-induced
line shifts are available, the values were derived indirectly
from the highly-accurate measurements of the line shifts
of the 2–0 band, using the approach based on the theory of
Ref. [86].
The line list of the 0–0 bands of the three most abundant
CO isotopologues 12C16O, 13C16O, 12C18O, and the 1–1 band
of 12C16O, have been updated and extended to higher-J lines,
based on the Cologne Database for Molecular Spectroscopy
(CDMS) [87]. The 2–2 and 3–3 bands of 12C16O have been
added to the HITRAN line list for the first time from CDMS.
The data is largerly based on the fit of the data from
experiments described in Refs. [88,89].
2.6. CH4 (molecule 6)
An unprecedented update in terms of extent and
quality of methane molecular line parameters was implemented for the HITRAN compilation by including new
global analyses and measurements for 12CH4, 13CH4 and
12
CH3D. Details of the update can be found in Brown et al.
[90]; here we summarize the major changes since the last
edition of HITRAN [1].
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Fig. 7. Log plot of the cross-sections generated from the line list for the
four isotopologues of methane from 0 to 12,000 cm  1 (generated at
0.05 cm  1 resolution, one atmosphere, and 296 K).

High-resolution spectroscopy of methane and the generation of accurate line lists, especially as one moves up
the polyad ladder to shorter and shorter wavelength
(necessary for many applications) is extremely challenging. Fortunately, the experimental techniques and the
theoretical modeling continue to make great strides. Each
new edition of the HITRAN database has witnessed major
improvements for methane; Table 6 provides an overview
of the evolution. The latest methane line list is a significant
expansion of information (and in the near-infrared, of
quality).
A rough graphical overview of the spectral coverage
now available for the four isotopologues of methane is
shown in Fig. 7. To visualize the spectral lines in the line
list, the plot is of absorption cross-sections generated at
0.05 cm  1 resolution, assuming one atmosphere and
296 K. Of course the effects of the line-shape parameters
and the density of lines cannot be fully appreciated in this
figure.
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For the new compilation, more than 70% of
HITRAN2008 methane transitions have been replaced. Just
over 84,000 existing lines were retained: CH4 in two
regions (4800–5550 cm  1 and 8000–9200 cm  1), some
hot bands of 12CH4 (1887–3370 cm  1), the dyad of 13CH4
(6–8 μm), 12CH3D (7–4076 cm  1), and the v6 band of
13
CH3D near 8.7 μm. With a minimum intensity (at
296 K) set to 10–37 cm  1/(molecule cm  2) for the far-IR
and 10–29 cm  1/(molecule cm  2) for the mid- and near-IR,
the new database more than doubled the number of lines
in the 2008 compilation. Part of the size increase occurred
because the minimum intensity criterion for 12CH4 and
13
CH4 transitions above 600 cm  1 was lowered by two
orders of magnitude. In addition, global analyses for 12CH4
[91] and 13CH4 [92,93] obtained a better characterization
of the dyad, pentad and octad polyads up through 2.2 μm.
As a result, many weaker high-J and hot band transitions,
important for outer planet and exoplanet atmospheres,
could be compiled, including for the first time the Octad–
Pentad difference bands whose transitions fall between 5
and 9 μm. Accuracies of some calculated positions were
further improved by forming “empirical upper-state
levels” based on secure quantum assignments and recomputing the line positions; entries changed in this
manner are flagged by the position accuracy code set to
be greater than 1. For the first time, the database (in the
2.2–4.0 μm region) added one 12CH4 hot band 2v3–v4 [94],
the three strongest bands of the 13CH4 octad (v1+v4, v3+v4,
v2+v3) [93] and eleven bands of 12CH3D [95].
For the most part, the predicted infrared transitions
arising from the ground state are expected to be very
similar to prior calculated values. However, in
HITRAN2008, the far-IR intensities of the ground state to
ground state lines had been scaled by 1.15 based on new
measurements of cold methane manifolds [96]. Later,
Boudon et al. [97] reported new line-by-line intensities
that were on average higher than the original intensities
by about 1%. The newer far-IR results were applied for
HITRAN2012.
Above 5550 cm  1, the new database was formed using
observed line positions and intensities, some with empirical lower-state energies determined from cold spectra.
Some 20,000 entries from the prior laboratory measurements [98] were replaced with 68,000 new values
reported from extensive new FTIR analysis (5550–
5852 cm  1) [38] combined with differential absorption
spectroscopy (DAS) and cavity ring down spectroscopy
(CRDS) from 5852 to 7912 cm  1. The latter study by
Campargue et al. [99] relied on analysis of intensities
measured at cold and room temperatures to provide
empirical lower-state energies for many observed 12CH4,
13
CH4 and 12CH3D features.
While no methane parameters between 8000 and
9200 cm  1 were altered, over 11,000 measured positions,
intensities, and empirical lower-state energies from cold
CH4 spectra were added for the first time between 10,923
and 11,502 cm  1 [100]. However, the region near
10,100 cm  1 is still not included in the compilation.
There were some special modifications to the database
that should be noted. To enable the use of methane line
positions as frequency calibration standards, a few

hundred high-accuracy (10  6–10  5 cm  1) values replaced
predicted lines for selected transitions of v3 near
3000 cm  1 [101] and 2v3 near 6000 cm  1 [102]. We also
revised the Einstein-A coefficients for both deuterated
isotopologues.
Available Voigt pressure broadening measurements
from HITRAN2008 were transferred into the new compilation, but most of the lines were given crudely-estimated
half widths, as described in Brown et al. [90]. For stronger
far-IR transitions, new measured nitrogen and self broadening half widths [103] were adopted.
Much of the extensive updates occurred because
experimental and theoretical research were undertaken
specifically to support the analyses of Saturn and Titan by
the Cassini mission [104]. However, there is still much
work to be done to have the comprehensive database
required for remote sensing of all atmospheres (Earth,
planets, exoplanets, moons, etc.).
Our knowledge of pressure broadening of methane by
air, N2, H2, and He is incomplete, particularly for the nearinfrared. Basic coefficients of Lorentz broadening (widths,
shifts, temperature dependence) all vary as a function of
the transition quantum numbers, and values obtained for
the fundamentals are not easily applicable to the very
complicated polyads having dozens of underlying vibrational states. Good theoretical models, confirmed by measurements, must be implemented in order to have
accurate values, not the rough estimates used here for
99% of the present database. However, for applications that
require the highest accuracies for intensities and broadening, Voigt line shapes are inadequate. Studies of line
mixing, speed dependence and narrowing are required to
provide the basic parameters for future methane compilations in the most utilized spectral regions.
Theoretical analyses of measured positions and intensities are required to identify the quantum numbers and
produce models that predict all transitions that are likely
to be required by applications, not just the ones seen in
laboratory spectra. The extensive new cold and room
temperature measurements between 5850 and 7900 cm  1
may successfully be reproduced in this decade using current
Hamiltonian methods, but adequately characterizing the
methane spectra at even shorter wavelengths still seems
intractable. As discussed in Ref. [90], ab initio methods
are being investigated to interpret near-infrared methane
spectra. Forming a complete database requires predictions of
both positions and intensities, and as usual, the accuracies of
individual line intensities in the present effort will vary
greatly. Intensity measurements are needed to confirm and
improve the quality of predicted weak lines, particularly for
the new hot-band transitions to support studies of exoplanet
atmospheres.
2.7. O2 (molecule 7)
In HITRAN, molecular oxygen is represented in HITRAN
by both magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole transitions. Although these types of transitions are intrinsically
weaker than electric dipole transitions, the large abundance of oxygen in the terrestrial atmosphere produces
noticeable absorption. Another aspect of oxygen in HITRAN
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is that the transitions also involve several different electronic states. Owing to its uniformly-mixed constituent
profile, it is often used as a benchmark in satellite retrieval
algorithms. It is thus critical to provide highly accurate
spectroscopic constants for oxygen. In the past, classic
laboratory measurements were lacking in accuracy, coverage of higher rotational levels, and isotopologues. Recent
experiments have made significant progress, and we have
made use of these for improvements in HITRAN, as discussed
below.
2.7.1. Microwave region
A detailed description of the update in the microwave
region is described in Mackie et al. [105]. Here a brief
summary is given.


The line positions for the X 3Σg (v ¼0) X 3Σg (v¼0)
3 
3 
16
and X Σg (v ¼1) X Σg (v¼1) bands for
O2 and the


X 3Σg (v ¼0)  X 3Σg (v ¼0) band for 16O18O and 16O17O
were recalculated using spectroscopic constants derived
by Leshchishina et al. [106,107]. HITRAN line-shape parameters for the microwave bands of oxygen were previously estimated from the data from electronic bands
and in particular did not distinguish between ΔN ¼0 and
ΔN ¼2 transitions. Here we applied a semi-empirical
model for calculating air-broadened half width values.
This was derived based on N2-broadening measurements
of Tretyakov et al. [108] and Golubiatnikov and Krupnov
[109] and self-broadening measurements in Refs. [108–111].
The self-broadened values are now based on Refs. [108–111].
Transitions with N′¼ 1 were given a temperaturedependence of 0.97, transitions with N′¼ 2 were given
a temperature-dependence of 0.86, and transitions with
N′≥3 were given a temperature-dependence of 0.72 based
on measurements by Drouin [112].
Finally, the quantum assignments were corrected for
some of the lines in the MW region.
This update of line parameters in the MW region is a
substantial improvement, especially for the line-broadening
parameters.


2.7.2. a1Δg–X3Σg transitions (around 1.27 mm)
In 2009 an update to the HITRAN2008 oxygen file was
issued featuring substantial improvements based on
the work of Newman et al. [113] and Washenfelder
et al. [114].
For the 2012 release, further improvements for this
band were made. A detailed description of the update for

the a1Δg  X3Σg transitions is also described in Mackie
et al. [105] with a brief summary given here.
Recent CRDS measurements of line positions and
intensities in this band [106,107,115,116] for all stable
isotopologues of molecular oxygen allowed a significant
advance in extent and quality of the spectroscopic parameters in HITRAN.
The isotopologue line positions of 16O2, 16O18O, and

16 17
O O for the a1Δg (v ¼0, 1) X3Σg (v ¼0, 1) transitions
were calculated using spectroscopic constants taken from
two papers by Leshchishina et al. [106,107]. Note that
16 17
O O lines are made available for this band for the first
time. Gordon et al. [115] have shown that in atmospheric
retrievals one needs to account not only for magnetic
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dipole transitions traditionally provided in HITRAN for that
band, but also for electric quadrupole transitions. The
quadrupole transitions were therefore included into
HITRAN2012 with the intensities calculated using a model
described by Mishra et al. [117] with the input parameters
based on experimental intensities reported in Gordon et al.
At the present time, the intensities for magnetic dipole
transitions have been retained from Newman et al. [113]
and correlation between the electric quadrupole and
magnetic dipole transitions that obey the same selection
rules have not been removed. This will be addressed in the
future with intensities of magnetic dipole transitions being
recalculated using intensities from the work of Leshchishina et al. as input parameters.

The intensities in the a1Δg (v ¼0) X3Σg (v ¼1) band
were recalculated using input parameters from new
experiments of Kassi and Campargue [118].
A new set of air- and self-broadening parameters and
air-broadening temperature dependence was derived
based on experimental data reported by Newman et al.
[113].
2.7.3. A-band region near 762 nm
+

The line list for the O2 A-band, b 1Σg ←X3Σg (0,0)
magnetic dipole transitions near 762 nm (13,120 cm  1)
for the 16O2, 16O18O, and 16O17O isotopologues has been
updated due to recent frequency-stabilized cavity ringdown spectroscopy (FS-CRDS) measurements [119–125].
Detailed discussions on the construction of this line list
can be found in Refs. [124] and [125] for 16O2 and the less
abundant isotopologues, respectively.
These spectra were all fit with Galatry line profiles
[126] which account for Doppler and pressure broadening
as well as Dicke narrowing. The use of Galatry line profiles
for the A-band is of critical importance in many applications and has been discussed extensively in the literature
[119,124,127,128]. Dicke narrowing parameters for each of
the included isotopologues can be found in the last two
columns of the auxiliary A-band input file supplied as part
of the HITRAN2012 update. These last two columns are the
air- and self-broadened collisional (Dicke) narrowing parameters (in cm  1 atm  1 at 296 K), respectively. These
parameters were taken from Refs. [124] and [125] for
16
O2 and the lesser isotopologues, respectively.
As these measurements were performed at low pressures (generally below 20 kPa), line mixing and collisioninduced absorption (CIA) were unobservable and not
included in the spectral fitting. These effects have, however, been shown to be important at atmospheric pressures (and above) [129–131]. We note that CIA has been
added to HITRAN for the A-band [132] as measured with
Fourier-transform spectroscopy measurements [129,130]
(see Section 6). Line-mixing parameters can be calculated
for a range of temperatures using the code of Tran et al.
[130] with the auxiliary A-band input file provided as part
of this update.
For the 16O2 A-band magnetic dipole transitions, the
most significant updates were to the line positions, line
intensities, self-broadening parameters, and lower-state
energies. The intensities found in the present database
are based upon FS-CRDS measurements and differ from
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those found in the HITRAN2008 database by 41% at
high J. These measurements include a Herman–Wallis-like
interaction and removed a calculation error in the
HITRAN2008 A-band intensities. The self-broadening parameters were updated due to FS-CRDS measurements of
high J (up to J ¼50) transitions [123]. The included parameters differ from those in HITRAN2008 by more than 10%
for high-J transitions but are very similar at low J. Finally,
the line positions and lower-state energies have been
improved based upon a global fit of FS-CRDS measurements [121] and a large ensemble of ground-state measurements (see Ref. [133] for more details on this fit).
At high J, differences exceeding 0.008 cm  1 for the line
positions and lower-state energies are seen between the
present database and HITRAN2008.
Similarly, for the 16O18O and 16O17O A-band magnetic
dipole transitions, the line positions, line intensities, and
lower-state energies were improved. In comparing to
HITRAN2008, the largest differences are seen for the line
intensities which differ by  3% for 16O18O transitions and
up to 10% for 16O17O transitions. In addition, the line
positions and lower-state energies are now based on a
global fit of FS-CRDS measurements [122,125] and an
ensemble of ground-state measurements (see Ref. [125]
for more details on this fit). Large differences are seen for
the line positions found in the two databases of up to
0.001 cm  1 for 16O18O and 0.04 cm  1 for 16O17O.
+

The line list for hot band transitions of b1Σg ←X3Σg (1,1)
was also updated based upon the recent reevaluation of
+
spectroscopic constants in the b1Σg , v ¼1 state by Gordon
et al. [134]. The new line positions are significantly
improved over those found in the HITRAN2008 database.
Finally, A-band electric quadrupole transitions have been
added to the database. The electric quadrupole line list is
taken from Miller and Wunch [135] and is based upon recent
FS-CRDS measurements [133]. These very weak transitions
(S¼1  10  28 to 3  10  31 cm  1/(molecule cm  2)) have
been observed in atmospheric spectra [135,136] and failure
to include them in atmospheric retrievals can limit the
resulting measurement precision.
2.7.4. B- and γ-bands
An extensive update of the so-called B- and γ-bands
+

+

(b1Σg ←X3Σg (1,0) and b 1Σg ←X3Σg (2,0)) of oxygen around
0.69 and 0.63 μm respectively is described in the work of
Gordon et al. [134]. These bands (in particular the B-band)
are now being considered for future satellite missions.
In this light, it is important to make sure that the reference
spectroscopic parameters are accurate enough to provide
means of deducing important physical characteristics
from the atmospheric spectra. It was found that the
HITRAN2008 parameters could not produce satisfactory
fits of the observed high-quality spectra. In order to
improve the database, we have collected the best available
+
measured line positions that involve the b1Σg (v¼ 1 and
v ¼2) states for the three most abundant isotopologues of
oxygen and performed a combined fit to obtain a consistent set of spectroscopic constants. These constants were
then used to calculate the line positions. A careful review
of the available intensity and line-shape measurements
was also carried out, and new parameters were derived

based on that review. In particular, line-shift parameters,
that were not previously available, were introduced.
The new data have been tested in application to highresolution atmospheric spectra measured with the Fourier
transform spectrometers at Park Falls, Wisconsin (B-band)
and Kitt Peak, Arizona (γ-band) and have yielded substantial
improvement [134]. No experimental data were available
for 16O18O in the γ-band and line positions were determined
from the atmospheric spectra and then fitted to provide
new spectroscopic constants.
2.7.5. Future work
Recently, Yu et al. [137] carried out a global fit of all
available experimental line positions for all the bands and
isotopologues from the microwave to UV region. The
constants derived in that fit may be used to update line
positions and energy levels throughout the entire HITRAN
oxygen line list in the future.
2.8. NO (molecule 8)
Unchanged.
2.9. SO2 (molecule 9)
The line positions and intensities of the pure-rotational
transitions (with J o100) in the ground and v2 states of
32
SO2 and in the ground state of 34SO2 have been adopted
from the Cologne Database for Molecular Spectroscopy
[87].
Several bands of 34SO2 (second isotopologue by abundance in HITRAN) have been added to the database in the
4 and 7.2–10 mm regions based on the recent high resolution work of Flaud et al. [138] and Lafferty et al. [139,140].
All the previous data that existed for 34SO2 in HITRAN2008
have been replaced.
2.10. NO2 (molecule 10)
The reference zero point energy was made consistent
for all the bands.
2.11. NH3 (molecule 11)
Ammonia is an important atmospheric trace species
with global emissions having increased very significantly
due to the spread of intensive agriculture based on the use
of fertilizers which has augmented the natural sources of
ammonia from oceans, animal respiration, and soil microbial processes. Livestock, waste management, biomass
burning and industry also lead to anthropogenic contributions to atmospheric ammonia. However, the actual
ammonia emission budget remains uncertain [141]. Successful ammonia retrievals have been performed with the
IASI/MetOp [142], MIPAS [143] and TES [144] remotesensing satellites. Such observations are heavily dependent
on the availability of reliable spectroscopic data. The
ammonia line list in HITRAN has not been revised since
the HITRAN2000 edition [145] and, as discussed below, is
in need of improvement. The present edition is based on a
complete reanalysis of the previous 14NH3 data [146], new
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Table 7
Definition of quantum labels for ammonia.
Quantum
label

Definition

v1
v2
v3

Quanta in vibrational mode 1 (symmetry stretch)
Quanta in vibrational mode 2 (symmetric bend)
Quanta in degenerate vibrational mode 3
(asymmetric stretch)
|l3| absolute vibrational angular moment for mode 3
Quanta in degenerate vibrational mode 4
(asymmetric bend)
|l4| absolute vibrational angular moment for mode 4
|l| absolute total vibrational angular momentum
Vibrational symmetry
Total angular momentum
|k| projection of J
s or a for symmetric or anti-symmetric inversion
symmetrya
Rotational symmetry
Total symmetry

L3
v4
L4
L
Γvib
J
K
i
Γrot
Γtot

a
Some of the unassigned levels are given an asterisk (n) in the
inversion parity “i” field. Levels where labels are deemed unreliable are
given an ampersand (&) in the inversion parity “i” field.

spectroscopic experiments [147], and some new bands
generated using empirical lower-state energies and ab
initio line intensities [146].
The lower-state energy levels up to J¼ 20 have all been
replaced by those derived by Chen et al. [148]; energies for
states with J¼ 21 and 22 were not changed and are in line
with more recent measured values [149]. Down et al. [146]
used these energy levels, combination differences, and
direct comparison with the computed BYTe line list for
ammonia [150] to re-analyze and re-assign the previous
HITRAN data resulting in 229 newly assigned lines, 324
assigned lines, and a significant number of other corrections
to the quantum number labels. Down et al. also recommended the use of a newly defined and consistent set of
quantum numbers as most of the previous sets employed
contained insufficient quantum numbers to uniquely identify all the levels. These new quantum labels are adopted in
the present edition. The new quantum notation is given as
follows. The symmetry quantum numbers can be A1′, A1″,
A2′, A2″, E′ and E″ except for Γtot for which the A1 states do
not exist. For Γvib,′ and ″ denote even or odd inversion
symmetry respectively (see Table 7 for definitions).
A number of recent experimental studies [151–154]
observed intensities differing significantly from those in
the previous editions of HITRAN for the ν2 band. Comparisons performed by Down et al. [146] found that the newer
intensities agreed closely with the BYTe intensities [150]
which are based on the use of ab initio dipole moments
[155]. Intensities for the ν2 band have therefore been
replaced by the newly measured values, where available,
or by the values from BYTe. Down et al. found that both
the frequencies and the intensities for the 2ν2 ν2 hot
band were not reliable and lines for this band have been
replaced with a new line list generated using frequencies
from empirical energy levels and BYTe transition intensities. These new intensities agree well with the measured
values of Chu et al. [156]. Down et al. employed the same
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technique to synthesize line lists for the ν2+ν4 ν4, ν4  ν2,
ν4  ν4, and 2ν2  2ν2 bands, all of which are included in
HITRAN for the first time. Further details of all the above
changes can be found in the paper by Down et al. [146]
included in this issue.
Sung et al. [147] recently measured ammonia spectra in
the 6300–7000 cm  1, a region not previously considered in
HITRAN. These data have been included in HITRAN with
the quantum number labels, where available, changed to
the form recommended by Down et al. [146]. Two studies
were combined to provide an ammonia HITRAN database
for the first time in this region. Sung et al. [147] reported an
extensive empirical line list of about 4800 14NH3 lines
(positions, intensities, empirical lower-state energies with
some quantum assignments) from 6300 to 7000 cm  1; this
study used FTIR to characterize 99.7% of observed opacity in
this region. Concurrently, Cacciani et al. [157] reported 313
line positions with empirical lower-state energies between
6626 and 6669 cm  1 using laser spectra recorded at
temperatures down to 130 K. Lacking near-IR pressure
broadening studies (see Ref. [158]), information for the v2
band from Nemtchinov et al. [153] was applied. Details
about the sources of parameters and the ascribed uncertainties are given below.
Almost all of the line positions listed in the 6300–
7000 cm  1 region are adopted from Sung et al. [147], who
analyzed a series of Kitt Peak FTS spectra recorded at
temperatures 296–185 K. Among them, however, positions
for six lines were replaced with values from Cacciani et al.
[157], namely 6626.6553, 6628.2738, 6629.2148, 6635.6400,
6635.6602, and 6642.7091 cm  1. There are another three
lines (6650.9102, 6662.8051, 6667.3572 cm  1), whose positions and intensities were adopted from Cacciani [159]. There
are another three lines (6634.5034, 6644.7300, 6667.3554
cm  1) listed in the Supplement of Ref. [157], but not observed
by Sung et al. [147]. We have not included them in this update
since we have no intensity information for them.
Line position uncertainties were estimated by taking
into account multiple aspects that included root-meansquare of individual measurements of line positions, the
number of the spectra averaged, and their line intensity
range. For instance, the best uncertainty of 0.0005 cm  1
(HITRAN error code¼4) was given to strong lines (whose
line intensity S≥1  10  22 cm  1/(molecule cm  2)) and
well-measured unblended lines. Worse values were
selected for blends or lines retrieved in less than 4
different laboratory spectra as shown in Table 8.
In this 1.5-mm region, all the line intensities were adopted
exclusively from Sung et al. [147]. For intensity uncertainty
estimates, similar factors were considered: (1) the rms of the
averaged intensity, (2) the number of individual spectra
averaged, and (3) the level of strength itself (associated with
peak height of the absorption features in the observed
spectrum), as listed in Table 9. For instance, for a line whose
intensity is averaged over only two spectra, no better than 10%
uncertainty is assumed. For unblended strong lines, S≥1 
10  22 cm  1/(molecule cm  2), uncertainties are expected to
be as good as 2%, while the uncertainties for most of the other
lines are in the range of 5–10%.
Sung et al. [147] reported quantum assignments for
1000 transitions by (J, K, l3, l4, s/a), almost doubling the
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Table 8
Three factors considered in the estimation of ammonia line position uncertainties.
rms of vobs (cm  1)
o 0.01
o 0.005
o 0.0005

Number. of spectra averaged

Line intensities cm  1/(molecule cm  2)
 24

S≤5  10
1  10  23≤So 1  10  22
S≥1  10  22

1
2 or 3
4 or more

Uncertainties assumed (cm  1)

Error codes

o 0.01
o 0.01
o 0.001

3
3
4

Table 9
Three factors considered in the estimation of ammonia line intensity uncertainty estimates.
rms of Sobs (%)

Number of spectra averaged

Line intensities cm  1/(molecule cm  2)

Uncertainties claimed (%)

Error codes

45
≤5
≤2

1
2
3 or more

S o 5  10  24
5  10  24≤S o1  10  23
1  10  23≤S o1  10  22

o 20
o 10
o5

4
5
6

Table 10
Sources of lower-state energy, E″, for ammonia line list from Refs. [147,157].
Transitions

Quantum numbers

E″ used

Number of lines

References

Fully assigned

J′, K′, l′, a/s′
J″, K″, l″, a/s″
J″, K″

Calculated by Urban et al. [164]

1048

[147]

Empirical values rounded to nearest calculated E″
Empirical values rounded to nearest calculated E″
Crude default set to 333 cm  1

146
2497
1387

[157]
[147, 157]

Only lower state assigned
Unassigned, with inferred E″
Unassigned, no inferred E″

number of transitions whose assignments are available
from early work, including Lundsberg-Nielson et al. [160],
Xu et al. [161], Li et al. [162], Lees et al. [163], and
references therein. Recently, additional assignments for
lower state J and K were suggested by Cacciani et al. [157]
for 313 transitions between 6626 and 6669 cm  1 in the
supplement. They exploited very cold spectra (130 K) to
substantially diminish interferences or blending by neighboring high-J features and reveal transitions belonging to
low-J transitions. As in Sung et al., they also reported
empirical lower-state energies and used that information
to assign the lower-state quantum numbers, J and K.
For the new HITRAN list, composite assignments and
measured lower-state energies from Refs. [147,157] were
selectively adopted after comparing synthetic spectra based
on the lists against selected cold and room temperature
FTIR spectra. If lower-state assignments were validated, the
empirical lower-state energies were replaced by corresponding calculated ground-state energies from Urban
et al. [164]. For unassigned features for which empirical
lower-state energies were given by either Ref. [147] or
Ref. [157], the closest values among the calculated groundstate energies [164] replaced the estimates, as summarized
along with their sources in Table 10. Some of the empirical
lower-state energies may later be found to be inaccurate.
The vibrational dependence of the pressure broadened
widths is expected to be smaller than measurement
uncertainties for NH3 line widths currently available.
Therefore, the pressure broadening coefficients and their
temperature dependence exponents measured in the v2
band by Nemtchinov et al. [153] were extrapolated for the
1.5-mm region. In cases where their quantum assignments
are suggested in Ref. [147], air- and self-broadening half

widths, γair and γself, for given rotational quantum numbers,
J and K, were computed by
γðJ; KÞ ¼ β0 þ β1 m þ β2 K þ β3 m2 þ β4 K 2 þ β5 mK:

ð2Þ

Here m¼ –J, J, J+1 for the P, Q, and R branches,
respectively, and βi are the polynomial coefficients by
Nemtchinov et al. [153] derived from the asymmetric v2
state. Uncertainties for the widths of assigned transitions
were assumed to be 10% by taking into account their
measurement and modeling uncertainties. For unassigned
transitions or those assigned only in part, a best set of
quantum numbers (i.e., J, K, a/s), at which the calculated
ground-state energy by Urban et al. [164] is nearest to the
empirical lower-state energy estimates, was employed to
compute the broadening coefficients in Eq. (2) with
uncertainties being no better than 10%. Finally, γair and
γself were assumed to be 0.065 and 0.45 cm  1 atm  1,
respectively, for transitions whose E" are not determined
or derived.
Temperature dependence exponents are also adopted
from Nemtchinov et al. [153]. Taking their temperature
dependence exponents for N2 and O2 broadening given at J
and K less than 8 in the v2 band, we have computed airpressure broadening temperature exponents, nair, by
nair ¼ 0:79  nN2 þ 0:21  nO2

ð3Þ

Finally, the range of computed exponents was confined to
be either greater than 0.51 or less than 0.95 for all other J and
K. The uncertainty of the temperature exponent, 0.11, was
adopted by taking their realistic estimate from Ref. [153].
To summarize, the uncertainties and temperature
dependence exponents are listed in Table 11 along with
their error codes.
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Table 11
Uncertainty determination for ammonia pressure-broadened widths.
Transitions

Empirical lower-state E″

Quantum number

Pressure-broadened width
(cm  1 atm  1)

Uncertainties

Code

Assigned
Unassigned
Unassigned

Assigned
E″ estimate
E″ estimates not available

J, K determined
J, K candidates

Computed
Estimated
γair ¼ 0.065
γself ¼ 0.45

o 10%
o 20%
Constant

4
3
1

Table 12
Comparison of air-broadened widths and air-pressure frequency shifts of NH3 measured by Bell et al. [158] in the 1.5-mm region to those adopted in
this work.
Transitions

Ref. [158]
vobs (cm

RQ( 4, 1)a
QP(10, 6)sa
RQ( 5, 1)s
RQ( 5, 1)a
a

Ref. [147]

1

6595.923
6595.616
6595.241
6595.063

)

vobs (cm

Ref. [158]

1

6595.9272
6595.6206
6595.2459
6595.0682

)

γair (cm

1

HITRAN2012
atm

1

0.0803(7)
0.0627(7)
0.0774(5)
0.0801(5)

)

γair (cm

1

atm

0.0856(86)
0.0858(86)
0.0786(79)
0.0786(79)

Ref. [158]
1

)

δair (cm

1

–0.009(1)
–0.014(1)
–0.008(1)
–0.009(1)

HITRAN2012
atm

1

)

δair (cm  1 atm  1)
–0.009
–0.009
–0.008
–0.008

Assigned by Lundsberg-Nielsen et al. [160], but not confirmed in Sung et al. [147].

Highly reliable pressure-shift measurements are rare
because these are challenging parameters to measure for
transitions found in the dense NH3 manifolds. Moreover,
the line positions are perturbed by line mixing effects at
higher pressures; the presence of an intrinsic limitation in
measured pressure shifts based on the Voigt line-shape
model cannot be overestimated. This being said, we
estimated a crude magnitude of pressure shifts by applying a “rule-of-thumb” notion that shifts are smaller than
line width coefficients at the corresponding J and K by an
order of magnitude. In observing that pressure shifts are
more likely to be red shifts (i.e., negative shifts) in the near
infrared region for isolated lines of polyatomic molecules,
we assumed the pressure shifts by the following expression [147]:
δair ðJ; KÞ ¼ –0:1γ air ðJ; KÞ;

ð4Þ

where γair(J, K) was obtained as described above. Uncertainty for the assumed pressure shifts should be no better
than 0.005 cm  1. It should be noted, however, that the
true sign of the shift is not known until their measurements are available.
Finally, in Table 12, these computed air-broadening and
air-pressure shifts are compared to four measured shifts
reported by Bell et al. [158]. Such agreement may not be
true for the whole line list, however, so an error code of 3
was selected for the shifts.
Some caveats are in order. The supplemental line list
file in Sung et al. [147] includes empirical adjustment of line
positions and intensities of blended features if some
quantum assignments are known. On occasion, the two
asymmetry components of the same J and K were reset to
have equal intensity and line width. An additional sanity
check was also made to obtain a decent set of positions
and intensities in ensemble representing the observed
spectra well in the 296–185 K temperature range. This
permitted further improvement and consistency in the
line parameters, but still left some of severely blended

regions less characterized, such as for the PQ(J, 1) branch
near 6612 cm  1. Further details on the quality of the
individual line positions and strengths can be found in
Ref. [147].
The updated 14NH3 line list contains 45,302 lines which
replace the 27,994 lines in previous editions.

2.12. HNO3 (molecule 12)
For nitric acid, we have updated the pure-rotational
band of the ground state and added hyperfine structure
from the JPL catalog [165] in the microwave region. Purerotational bands of ν6, ν7, ν8, ν9, ν5/2ν9 (mixed) states have
also been added using the JPL catalog, which is largely based
on the work of Petkie et al. [166,167]. The total partition
sum, Qtotal (296 K)¼214,120, was used for the conversion to
HITRAN format. As mentioned in the introduction, the line
positions for this molecule in the MW region are provided
in a way that allows accommodation of more decimal
places. The usual HITRAN line position uncertainty code
has been extended to incorporate more significant digits
from the JPL catalog. Three more numbers have been added,
namely 7 (≥0.0000001 and ≤0.000001 cm  1), 8
(≥0.00000001 and ≤0.0000001 cm  1), and 9 (better than
0.00000001 cm  1). The air- and self- broadened half widths
were adopted from the work of Gomez et al. [168].
New to HITRAN is the second-most abundant isotopologue of nitric acid, H15NO3. The ν5 and 2ν9 vibrational
bands (in the 11-μm region) for this isotopologue were
added using the work of Perrin and Mbiaké [169]. The total
partition sum, Qtotal (296 K) ¼141,872, was adopted from
the same reference. Air- and self-broadened half widths
and temperature dependence were adopted from the work
of Flaud et al. [170]. The line list for the pure rotational
band of the ground state of H15NO3 was adapted from the
JPL catalog and is based on the work of Drouin et al. [171].
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Table 13
The maximum ν, J range of the calculation for hydrogen halides.

νmax
Jmax

H19F

D19F

H35,37Cl

D35,37Cl

H79,81Br

D79,81Br

H127I

D127I

19
40

26
40

17
40

22
80

7
40

5
40

7
40

5
40

2.13. OH (molecule 13)
Some errors in the quantum notation of the line list for
the hydroxyl radical were identified in HITRAN2008 and
were corrected in this edition.

2.14. HF (molecule 14)
A thorough evaluation of all the hydrogen halide line
parameters that have existed in previous HITRAN editions
was carried out at the HITRAN project. Accurate line
positions, line intensities and Einstein A-coefficients were
calculated for all ro-vibrational transitions (fundamental,
overtone, and hot bands) for hydrogen halides in HITRAN.
In addition, the deuterated isotopologues of these species
have been entered into HITRAN for the first time. It should
be noted that besides the terrestrial atmospheric and
environmental issues that knowledge of the spectroscopy
of the hydrogen halides addresses, the deuterated species
have implications for planetary research, see for example
Ref. [172]. Many of the updates are similar for the hydrogen halides (HF, HCl, HBr, HI); we give an overview in this
section on HF. Some specifics to the other hydrogen
halides are given in their respective Sections (2.15–2.17).
More details about the updates to the hydrogen halides
can be found in Li et al. [173].
The new calculation employs the recently developed
semi-empirical dipole moment functions and very accurate potential energy functions that include the parameters characterizing the Born–Oppenheimer breakdown
effects [166]. Table 13 shows the choice of the maximum ν,
J levels for the different hydrogen halides, mainly based on
the highest ro-vibrational level that is measured experimentally in high resolution. For example, ν¼22, J¼80 for
D35,37Cl means the nearby ν, J level was measured experimentally for D35,37Cl. The evaluation of the calculated line
position and intensities can be found in Refs. [173–175].
For the fundamental band of HF, the air-broadening
parameters, γair, in the HITRAN2008 compilation turned
out to be fitted not with a Voigt profile, but with the
Galatry profile based on the Pine and Looney [176]
measurements. However, the Dicke narrowing parameter
was not provided in the previous database. The corresponding collisional, or Dicke, narrowing parameters have
been cast into a separate columnar table that is easily
linked to the main part of HITRAN using the unique
combination of molecule number, isotopologue number,
and quantum identifications. A header is supplied at the
top of the columns to further clarify the quantities in the
table. For the pure rotational bands (Δv ¼0), γair values
from the HITRAN2008 listing were retained.

For the 2-0 band and beyond, N2-and self-broadening
measurements for the P(3) and P(6) lines of the 2-0 band
by Chou et al. [177] were used to calibrate the Meredith
and Smith measurements [178] for the 2-0 band. In the
case of N2-broadening, the calibrated results were then
scaled to air by
γ air ¼ 0:9γ N2 :

ð5Þ

The self-broadening parameters, γself, of HF in the
HITRAN2008 listing, which were based on Pine et al.
[179], were retained for the fundamental and Δv¼ 1 bands.
Linear extrapolation in the vibrational level ν were made
using the measurements of Pine et al. [179] and Chou et al.
[177] to obtain γself for the other bands. The same γ air and
γself were applied to the corresponding bands of DF.
For the Δν ¼0, 1 bands, the temperature-dependence of
γair, n, retained values from the HITRAN2008 listing. A
default value of 0.5 was used for bands with Δν≥2. The
pressure shift, δair, also retained values from HITRAN2008
for the δν ¼0, 1 bands. Measurements by Guelachvili and
Smith [180] were used for the bands with Δν≥2.
2.15. HCl (molecule 15)
The hyperfine structure (hfs) components for the X1Σ+
0–0 H35Cl, H37Cl bands were regenerated for J≤15 with
improved ground-state parameters from Cazzoli and Puzzarini [181]. Similarly, hyperfine structure components for
the X1Σ+ 0–0 D35Cl, D37Cl bands were calculated using the
ground-state parameters from Cazzoli and Puzzarini [182].
The sum of the relative line intensities of the HCl and DCl
hfs components, calculated with the PGOPHER program
[183], was normalized to the intensity of the corresponding rotational line from the study by Li et al. [174,175].
For the air-broadening parameters, γair, the same
remarks as for HF above apply to HCl concerning the
profiles of the fundamental band in HITRAN2008. Pine
and Looney N2-measurements were multiplied by a factor
of 0.960 to obtain the air broadening parameters for the
0–0 band. Only the R(3) transition measurement by Park
et al. [184] was applied directly. In a similar fashion, highaccuracy measurements ( 71% for N2- and O2-broadening)
for the P(4) and R(3) lines of 2-0 band by De Rosa et al.
[185] were used to scale Pine and Looney measurements
with a factor of 1.089. The scaled values were used for
bands with Δν≥2.
For γself in the Δν¼0, 1 bands, Pine et al. [179]
measurements were combined with the Hurtmans et al.
[186] accurate measurement for the P(14) line to extrapolate to high-J lines. For the Δν¼2 bands, Pine et al.
measurements were scaled with measurements (73%
uncertainty) of Ortwein et al. [187] and De Rosa et al.
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[185]. Ogilvie and Lee [188] and Zughul et al. [189]
measurements were used for the Δν ¼3 and Δν≥4 bands,
respectively. Tudorie et al. [190] refitting of the γself
measurements by Eaton and Thompson [191] were used
for all bands of DCl.
Pine and Looney [176] values of the temperaturedependence exponent, n, were used for all the bands.
2.16. HBr (molecule 16)
The line positions of the hfs components for the X1Σ+
(0–0) and (1–0) H79Br, H81Br bands were retained from the
HITRAN2008 listing. However, the high-J rotational line
positions without hfs structure of the same bands were
recalculated using the semi-empirical potential from
Coxon and Hajigeorgiou [192]. The sum of the relative line
intensities of the hfs components was normalized to the
intensity of the corresponding rotational line from the
study by Li et al. [175].
Values of γair from the HITRAN2008 listing were
retained for hydrogen bromide. The same values were
applied to DBr. However, Benedict and Herman [193]
calculated values of γself were used for all bands of DBr.
No data were available for the temperature dependence of
the half widths of hydrogen bromide; a default value of 0.5
was used. No data were available for the shift as well.
2.17. HI (molecule 17)
There was a complete revision of line positions of HI
compared with HITRAN2008. Some details are given
below.
The calculated line positions for the 0–0 D127I band,
including the hyperfine structure components, were
adopted from the work by Varberg et al. [194]. The sum
of the relative line intensities of the hfs components of HI
and DI, calculated using the PGOPHER program, was
normalized to the intensity of the corresponding rotational
line from the study by Li et al. [175].
For the fundamental, first, second, third overtone bands
(corresponding to Δv ¼1, 2, 3, 4), γ N2 from Domanskaya
et al. [195] was scaled to air by Eq. (5). For the pure
rotational band, the values from the fundamental band
were used. For Δv≥1 bands, the values from the 4-0 band
were used. Values of γair for HI were used for DI.
Hartmann et al. [196] measurements for γself were used
for the Δv¼1, 2 bands. Bulanin et al. [197] recent γself
measurements were used for Δv≥3 bands. Values of γself
for HI were used for DI. No data were available for the
temperature dependence of the half width of hydrogen
bromide; a default value of 0.5 was used. Domanskaya
et al. [195] measurements for the N2 shift were adopted for
HI. No data were found for the DI air shifts.
2.18. ClO (molecule 18)
Previous HITRAN intensities for the fundamental band
of chlorine monoxide were introduced in a paper by
Goldman et al. [198] and were based on the measurements
of Burkholder et al. [199]. The intensities of all the
fundamental band lines from both HITRAN isotopologues
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(35ClO and 37ClO) were adding up to a total band strength
of 9.68 cm  2 atm  1 with a linear Hermann–Wallis (HW)
rotational distribution (1+0.00563m), where m is equal to
–J″ for the P branch, J″ for the Q branch, and J″+1 for the R
branch. In a later experimental work, Birk and Wagner
[200] derived number densities of the unstable ClO from
pure rotational line intensities by consecutive mid- and
far-infrared measurements. The mid infrared line strength
analysis yielded a band strength of 9.01 cm  2 atm  1. They
have also shown that a quadratic expression (1+0.00684m
+1.56  10  4m2) is more appropriate to account for HW
vibration-rotation interaction (see Fig. 4 of Ref. [200]).
Consequently, the HITRAN2012 intensities have been corrected to match the results of Ref. [200].
In addition, the air-broadened half widths and their
temperature dependence in the fundamental band were
changed using the same method that was applied in
HITRAN2008 [1] to the pure rotational band. A rough
estimate for the self-broadening half width (0.1 cm  1 atm  1)
was assigned to all ClO lines in the database.
2.19. OCS (molecule 19)
The line positions and intensities in the pure rotational
band for all of the HITRAN carbonyl sulfide isotopologues
were updated using parameters from the Cologne Database for Molecular Spectroscopy [87]. The intensities were
converted using the procedure described in the Appendix
of the HITRAN2008 paper, which includes scaling of the
partition functions.
It was found that due to a programming error, some of
the air- and self-broadening half widths for all isotopologues of carbonyl sulfide were in error by as much as 50% in
the HITRAN2008 edition. In addition, a typographical error
in the b3 coefficient for the O2-broadening Padé approximant given in Ref. [201] was found. These errors have
now been fixed, yielding much improved broadening
parameters.
2.20. H2CO (molecule 20)
The pure-rotational data for formaldehyde was updated
with the most recent entries in the CDMS catalog [87].
These values are largely based on the fit of experimental
data for the three most abundant isotopologues from Refs.
[202–205]. The intensities were converted using the procedure described in the Appendix of the HITRAN2008
paper, which includes scaling of the partition functions.
In addition, the line-shape parameters throughout the
entire H2CO line list were updated based on the data from
Jacquemart et al. [206].
2.21. HOCl (molecule 21)
Unchanged.
2.22. N2 (molecule 22)
It was discovered that the HITRAN2008 quadrupole lineintensities for the nitrogen molecule had not been correctly
converted from the ab initio work of Li and Le Roy [207].
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The correction applied here yielded about a 2% change in
intensities. We have also updated the line positions to the
ones derived from the semi-empirical potential energy
function of Le Roy et al. [208]. New parameters have been
validated using retrievals from the ACE satellite [209] and
proved to be an improvement [210].
In addition, based on the works of Refs. [207] and [208],
we have also added vibrational bands up to 4–0 for the
principal isotopologue and pure rotational and fundamental bands of 14N15N. It may be interesting to determine the
14
N/15N ratios in different astrophysical objects using
molecular nitrogen directly rather than rely on the ammonia spectra.
The excellent quality of the ab initio intensities of Ref.
[207] and line positions derived from Ref. [208] has also
been validated in CRDS experiments [118] where S-branch
transitions of the second overtone were measured. From
the work of Li and Le Roy one can, in principle, obtain the
complete database for 14N2, 14N15N and 15N2 lines for the
transitions involving v≤4 [207].
2.23. HCN (molecule 23)
Unchanged.
2.24. CH3Cl (molecule 24)
The pure-rotational band of methyl chloride was converted from the JPL catalog [165] into the HITRAN format.
HITRAN2008 intensities in the 640–2600 cm  1 region,
that originate from Nikitin et al. [211], were rescaled
to be in a better agreement with existing experimental
[212–214] data. Theoretical data were used [215] when no
experimental values were available, and for some of the
hot bands that were not measured or calculated, the PNNL
cross-sections were used to estimate the band strengths
[216] to provide quantitative information. The scaling
factors for band strengths ranged from 5 to 650 and were
isotopologue dependent. Thus this update results in a
significant change to the CH3Cl data in this region in
comparison with HITRAN2008. The 3-μm region was
completely replaced using data from Bray et al. [217].
Finally the representation of the rotational quanta was
changed to accommodate not just magnitude but also the
sign of l-quantum number which is now given for all
transitions of CH3Cl.
2.25. H2O2 (molecule 25)
Unchanged.
2.26. C2H2 (molecule 26)
The 7.7 μm region was completely updated based on
the work of Gomez et al. [218,219]. In addition, the line
positions of most of the ν1+ν3 band of the principal
isotopologue were updated using the recommended
values from the web site http://www.bipm.org/utils/com
mon/pdf/mep/M-e-P_C2H2_1.54.pdf as well as Ref. [220].
The C2HD isotopologue was introduced into HITRAN for
the first time with microwave values originating from the

CDMS catalog [87], while parameters in the 416-789 cm  1
region were taken from the work of Jolly et al. [221].
Finally, some minor corrections were applied: the
vibrational assignment of the line at 735.54341 cm  1
was corrected, and quantum assignments were corrected
for the 23 Q-branch lines of the 3ν4+ν5–ν5 band at
1950 cm  1.
2.27. C2H6 (molecule 27)
Ethane is an important constituent not only in the
atmosphere of the earth and comets, but also in the
atmospheres of Jupiter, Saturn, Neptune, and Titan as
revealed by its 12-mm emission features (e.g., see Ref.
[222]). The ν9 fundamental of ethane is the strongest band
seen in Titan observed in the 10-mm terrestrial window
and is often used to detect and monitor its abundance in
planetary atmospheres. In the HITRAN2008 database [1],
the previously existing spectral line parameters for this
band were replaced by Vander Auwera et al. [223] with a
new line list for the ν9, 3ν4, ν4+ν9  ν4, and+2ν4+ν9  2ν4
bands. The line positions and intensities in Ref. [1] were
generated based upon the global fit analysis of the four
lowest vibrational states of ethane [224,225].
Since the release of HITRAN2008 [1], two new highresolution experimental line-parameters measurements
[226,227] have been reported in the region of the ν9 band
of 12C2H6. The results from Refs. [226,227] confirmed that
while the line positions agreed to within 1  10  4 cm  1
with values in Ref. [1], the line intensities were on average
15% lower. This observation was verified by comparisons
made in several measured sub-band intensities between
Ref. [1] and Refs. [226,227]. Therefore, in the new HITRAN
database, the line positions were retained to be the same
as in HITRAN2008, while the intensities have been
reduced by 15% compared to HITRAN2008.
Constant default values assumed for all transitions for
air- and self-broadened half-width coefficients in Ref. [1]
have been replaced with calculated values using the linear
expressions for the ν9 Q branch transitions [226,227] for
all branches in all bands. The Lorentz air-broadened
half-width coefficients are computed from the reported
N2-broadened Lorentz half-width coefficients [226,227] by
assuming Eq. (5). The constant temperature dependence
exponent of unity that was assumed for all lines in Ref. [1]
has been replaced with calculated values based upon the
new measurements [226,227] and corrected to air by
nair ¼ 0:9nN2 :

ð6Þ

The accuracy code for line positions in the aforementioned update is 4 (0.0001–0.001 cm  1), 5% for the intensities, 10–15% for the half width coefficients, and 10–20%
for the temperature dependence exponents. A short spectral region in the rQ(J, K ¼0) sub-band near the band head
region is shown in Fig. 8 as an example to illustrate the
quality of the fit obtained for retrieving the various
spectral line parameters in Ref. [227].
Calculated C2H6 line positions, intensities, and quantum
assignments between 1330 and 1610 cm–1 (7-mm region)
from di Lauro et al. [228] have also now been included in
HITRAN. The spectrum is very complex, and there are a
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Fig. 8. Example of multispectrum fit (top panel) near the band head of ν9 rQ and the excellent residuals (bottom panel).

Table 14
Band-by-band summary of the 12- and 7-μm line list for ethane.
Band
12-mm region
3ν4
ν9
ν9+ν4  ν4
ν9+2ν4  2ν4
7-mm region
ν6
2ν4+ν9
ν8
ν4+ν8  ν4
2ν4+ν12  ν4
ν4+ν12

ν0 (cm  1)

νmin (cm  1)

νmax (cm  1)

790.9
821.3
832.2
843.9

706.8572
706.6015
717.8110
727.2776

775.3455
942.1680
951.5441
961.1450

43
7188
7188
7188

1379.2
1388.2
1471.8
1471.9

1330.2862
1371.3452
1330.7725
1330.3300
1373.9485
1379.8273

1604.5903
1604.6207
1610.7034
1610.3803
1567.3138
1591.0744

2252
42
8443
5093
781
3263

1480.6

Number of lines

∑int

0.0000566
641.548
159.381
46.923
117.044
0.440
1331.374
341.043
19.044
165.200

Jmax

Kmax

45
45
45
45

2
22
22
22

44
40
45
45
37
46

19
18
20
20
14
12

Note: ν0 is the band center, νmin and νmax are the beginning and the ending wavenumber range of the transitions included in each band, and ∑int is the
summed intensities in units of 10  21 cm  1/(molecule cm  2) at 296 K.

multitude of resonances and interactions that must be
included in order to analyze high resolution spectra. The
accuracies of many predicted positions at 7 μm are
enhanced using empirical upper state energies, E′, tabulated as a function of the ethane quantum numbers by
adding to the measured positions of assigned lines the
corresponding lower state energies E″. The altered positions have the HITRAN accuracy code¼4 (0.0001–
0.001 cm  1). A more conservative accuracy code¼2
(0.01–0.1 cm–1) is set for the remaining predicted positions. At 7 mm, relative intensities are predicted and
normalized to match the available laboratory spectra used
by di Lauro et al. [228]. Self- and N2-broadened C2H6 half
widths and N2-broadened temperature dependences have
been added using the linear expressions for ν9 Q-branch
transitions reported by Devi et al. [226,227] for all types of

transitions (P, Q, R) of both the parallel and perpendicular
bands. The accuracies for widths are conservatively set to
10–20% (HITRAN code¼4). The accuracies for the temperature dependence exponents of the widths are thought
to be 10–25%.
Table 14 is an overview of the 12- and 7-mm bands of
ethane in the new line list.
In this edition of HITRAN, IR cross-sections for the 3.3mm region have been added. See Section 3.1 for the
discussion and available pseudo-line list option. There
has been some additional recent work on line assignments
[229] and band models [230] in the 3.3-mm region, but
these results are not yet ready for inclusion in the HITRAN
database.
It should be noted that the 13C12CH6 isotopologue had
not been added to the official release of HITRAN2008
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Table 15
Overview of the positions and intensities for higher polyads of H2S.
Polyad (cm  1)

Source of
data

Number of
isotopologues

Number
of lines

Position accuracies
(cm  1)

Intensity accuraciesa

Vibrational bands

1st hexad
4471 –5665

Kitt Peak FTS

3

11,678

0.0005–0.005

5–10%, 10-20% and
worse

200–000
002–000
021–000
210–010

101–000
120–000
040–000
111–010

2nd hexad
5671–6695

Kitt Peak FTS

3

7016

0.0005–0.005

5–10%, 10–20% and
worse

210–000
012–000
031–000
121–010

111–000
130–000
050–000
220–010

1st decade
7053–8039

Kitt Peak FTS

1

3343

0.0005–0.005

15–20% and worse

300–000
102–000
220–000

201–000
003–000
121–000

1st pentadecad
9385–10,266

ICLAS–
VECSEL

3

4071

Better than 0.01

25–30% and worse

301–000
202–000
221–000
122–000
141–000

2nd pentadecad
10,777–11,329

ICLAS

3

2865

0.005

15–20% and worse

311–000
212–000
330–000

a

“Worse” accuracies (meaning different by a factor of two) apply to the weakest lines.

despite the text in Ref. [1]; this additional isotopologue has
now been included (for the 12-mm region). Finally, the
symmetry labeling of some of the ethane lines in the
official HITRAN2008 release were found to be erroneous.
This situation has now been remedied.

of rotational levels and avoid assignments that appear
identical for different lines or seemingly contradicting
selection rules. This problem, however, does not affect
the actual spectroscopic data and simulations that employ
them.

2.28. PH3 (molecule 28)

2.29. COF2 (molecule 29)

Phosphine FIR line parameters have been introduced
into HITRAN for the first time and originate from the CDMS
catalog [87]. The dataset is slightly different from the one
uploaded to CDMS in October 2008. The creation of the
2008 version was prompted by the very accurate Lamb-dip
and Doppler-limited measurements up to 534 GHz and near
800 GHz, respectively [231]. The Lamb-dip measurements
resolved the H and P hyperfine structure to a very large
extent. Also included in the fit were transitions between the
A1 and A2 components of K¼3,6,9,… transitions with
hyperfine information as far as available [232], ΔK¼ 3
transitions [233–236] as well as regular ΔK¼0 rotational
transitions measured at sub-millimeter [236] and farinfrared wavelengths [237]. The entry was deemed to be
satisfactory for radio-astronomical observations in the
interstellar medium, but may not be extensive enough for
studies of giant planets or brown dwarfs or for benchmarking against large-scale quantum-chemical calculations
[238]. Therefore, the same dataset was used in HITRAN2012
to create an entry with considerably lowered intensity cutoffs. It is superior to the fit published in Ref. [231] which
only employed data from that work as well as ΔK¼0
additional rotational transitions from Ref. [235]. The details
of the present fit which results in this HITRAN2012 edition
are given in Ref. [239]. As mentioned in the introduction,
the line positions for this molecule in the MW region are
provided with more decimal places.
Current quantum notation existing in HITRAN will be
reconsidered in the future to provide unique assignments

A simultaneous fit of high-resolution THz and infrared
spectra of carbonyl fluoride [240] allowed us to improve
the line positions in HITRAN and, more importantly, create
a more complete line list for this molecule. Apart from
fundamentals, the dataset now also includes hot bands in
the ν6 band region (12.9 μm) as well as ν6 lines of the
13
COF2 isotopologue, which have been introduced into
HITRAN for the first time.
2.30. SF6 (molecule 30)
Unchanged.
2.31. H2S (molecule 31)
The knowledge of reliable reference spectral data for
hydrogen sulfide is important for the monitoring of the
quality of air [241], especially near oil refineries. H2S can
also serve as a biomarker on exoplanets [242]. A substantial update of the pure-rotational transitions and introduction of the NIR transitions was carried out to aid these
research fields.
2.31.1. Pure-rotational transitions in the 45–360 cm  1
region
New room-temperature, Fourier transform measurements performed by Azzam et al. [243] have been used
to replace and augment the pure-rotational transitions of
hydrogen sulfide in the 45–360 cm  1 region. These
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measurements significantly extended previous experimental studies in this region [244–246] for the isotopologues H232S, H233S and H234S. Pure-rotational transitions
within the excited ν2 vibrational state of H232S were
observed for the first time and assigned using an ab initio
line list [247] with most assignments confirmed by combination differences based on the HITRAN data for the ν2
vibrational band. The new experimental data were combined with lower frequency measurements to obtain new
sets of Hamiltonian parameters which were used to gen1
erate a line list for the entire 45–360 cm
region giving a
total of 4794 transitions which replace the existing data for
this region. See the paper by Azzam et al. [243] in this
issue for further details. Note however that the data
provided in HITRAN2012 correspond to the preliminary
analyses performed by Azzam et al. In the near future we
plan to update the database to the more up-to-date
analyses by Azzam et al.
2.31.2. Addition of new transitions in the 4472 and
11,330 cm  1 regions
The compilation for hydrogen sulfide has been
extended by adding 28,973 transitions between 4471.7
and 11,329.6 cm  1. All the new transitions fall into specific
spectral regions (polyads) corresponding to the first and
second hexads (4471–6695 cm  1), the first decade (7053–
8039 cm  1), and the first and second pentadecades
(9385–11,330 cm  1). Two minor isotopologues are also
included. The new information is summarized in Table 15
which gives the spectrometer used for the measurements,
the numbers of studied isotopologues and included absorption lines, the estimated accuracies for positions and
intensities, and the vibrational bands included for H232S.
The extended line list contains both pure experimental
and calculated line positions and intensities. The calculated
positions are obtained only from the experimental upper-state
energy levels based on known quantum assignments and
have accuracies comparable to the experimental ones. The
intensities were measured and predicted with a range of
accuracies that depend on the spectral region (see Table 15).
Consistent with earlier versions of HITRAN, constant broadening coefficients are applied: γair, γself, and δair of 0.074, 0.158
1
and 0.0 cm atm  1 at 296 K, respectively; 0.75 was adopted
for the temperature dependence of the air-broadened half
width. Detailed laboratory investigations are needed to characterize the variation of air and self broadening as a function
of the ro-vibrational quantum numbers for the range of
atmospheric temperatures.
2.31.2.1. Data obtained by Fourier transform spectrometer.
The new H2S analyses between 4450 and 8050 cm  1 were
based on the high-resolution (0.0056 and 0.011 cm  1)
laboratory spectra recorded with the McMath Fourier
transform spectrometer located at Kitt Peak National Solar
Observatory. The resulting peak list was assigned and
modeled using the Watson-type effective Hamiltonian.
Accurate line intensities for about 2900 lines were
retrieved for the 1st and 2nd hexads from a dozen spectra
recorded using path lengths of 1.5–433 m and pressures
ranging from 1.5 to 30 Torr. For the strongest transitions in
the two hexad regions, the averaged observed intensities
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were based on 6–10 individual spectra. These were then
modeled with the effective transition moment series using
34 and 20 parameters to achieve RMS agreement close to
experimental accuracy: 2.9% and 3.6%, respectively. For the
1st decade region above 7050 cm  1, line intensities were
either retrieved from only a few spectra, or were estimated
from the peak absorption for weak lines. Of these, 920
measured intensities of transitions belonging to the 003–
000, 201–000, 121–000, 102–000, 300–000, and 220–000
vibrational bands were modeled within 12% by using 21
transition moment parameters. In the case of the H234S and
H233S isotopologues, the calculated intensities were based on
the transition moment parameters for the main isotopologue
and true rotational–vibrational wavefunctions obtained from
the energy level fitting for isotopologues.
Some details about energy levels and transition intensity modeling can be found in Refs. [248–250]. A review of
all published information on the H232S, H233S, and H234S
infrared spectra is given in Ref. [251]. In particular, the
1
H232S spectra in the 2nd hexad (5700–6650 cm ) and 1st
1
decade (7300–7900 cm ) regions have been investigated
in recent papers by Ulenikov et al. [252,253]; however, no
information about line positions and intensities has been
published. In any case, the H232S transitions included in
this issue of HITRAN involve a considerably large number
of upper-state energy levels compared to those published
in Refs. [252,253].
The resulting list of transitions consists of 16,288
1
transitions between 4450 and 8050 cm
belonging to
32
22 vibrational bands of H2 S, including four hot bands
(see Table 15). There also are 4098 lines of H234S and 1116
1
lines of H233S included between 4700 and 6600 cm .
In total, the new H2S line list contains 22,037 transitions
derived from the analysis of FTIR spectra.
The accuracies of the positions and intensities vary. The
position accuracy of stronger isolated lines that dominate
the spectrum is estimated to be 0.001 cm  1 and better, as
confirmed by the combination difference analysis. For
blended features and those that are 500 times weaker
than the strongest lines in the region, the accuracy may
degrade to 0.005 cm  1 and worse. The accuracy of presented intensities can vary within a wide interval. The
most accurate data are in both hexads where experimental
uncertainties vary from 1% to 7%. For the 1st decade the
accuracy of experimental intensities is 10–20% for stronger
lines but worse for all experimental transitions with
intensities less than 5.0  10  25 cm  1/(molecule cm  2)
at 296 K. The calculated intensities are thought to be
accurate within 10–20% for intensities larger than
2.0  10  24 cm  1/(molecule cm  2) at 296 K and worse
for weaker lines. In the case of the two hexads, the
calculated intensities obtained from the modeling of
accurate experimental data are believed to be more reliable than those for the 1st decade region.
Very few near infrared experimental intensities of
H2S have been previously published near 1.6 μm for
direct comparison. One recent paper [241] reported
intensities of four lines near 6341 cm  1 using a laser
spectrometer. As seen in Table 16, their new values are
12% higher than the present intensities. Thus, further
investigation is needed.
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Table 16
Comparison of the present observed H2S intensities with literature data.
Position (cm  1)

Vibrational band

6339.24518
6340.43196
6342.80948

(111)–(000)
(111)–(000)
(210)–(000)

6344.00001

(111)–(000)

J′Ka′Kc′–J″Ka″Kc″

423–322
413–312
606–515
616–505
606–515
616–505

H2S intensitya

Intensity ratio Ref. [241]/present

HITRAN

Ref. [241]

2.677 2.1%
10.7 7 1.5%
4.45 7 1.6%

2.9 7 17%
11.6 7 2.6%
5.17 7.8%

1.09
1.08
1.15

17.4 7 1.3%

20.0 7 1.0%

1.15

a
In units of 10  23 cm  1/(molecule cm  2) at 296 K. Values in percent are experimental precisions of the measured intensities. Where two assignments
are listed, the intensity represents the sum.

Fig. 9. New absorption lines of hydrogen sulfide added for the HITRAN2012 database. Transitions of H232S, H234S, and H233S are shown, respectively, by
1
circles (in cyan), triangles (in red), and squares (in green). Intensities in cm /(molecule cm  2) at 296 K are given for natural abundance.

2.31.2.2. Data obtained by intra-cavity laser absorption
spectroscopy. High sensitive ICLAS—VECSEL (Intra-Cavity
Laser Absorption Spectroscopy with a Vertical External
Cavity Surface Emitting laser) and ICLAS systems were
used to record weak absorption lines of hydrogen sulfide
in the 9385–10,200 [254] and the 10,780–11,330 cm  1
[255] spectral regions, respectively. In total, 3385
transitions involving eight highly excited upper states
were recorded and assigned. The relative experimental
intensities were approximately derived from the peak
absorption and then scaled to the FTS data of Ref. [256].
The accuracy of line positions in the 9385–
10,200 cm  1 region was estimated to be better than
0.01 cm  1. The experimental intensities are believed to
be accurate within 25–30% for stronger lines, while for
the weakest lines the uncertainty in measured intensities
can reach up to 100%. The transition moment parameters
were obtained by fitting to 1183 observed transition
intensities. An rms deviation of 18% was achieved by
varying 25 parameters.

For the 10,780–11,330 cm  1 interval, the position accuracy of 0.005 cm  1 was estimated in the process of spectra
calibration and then confirmed by the combination differences analysis. Six transition moment parameters were
derived by fitting to 337 relatively strong, well isolated line
intensities, which reproduce 82% of the fitted intensities
within 15%.
Finally a line list including 3385 experimentally measured lines was combined with 3551 weaker transitions
whose intensities were predicted using the derived transition moment parameters; the calculated positions were
estimated from the experimental upper-state energy levels.
The graphical summary of the new information on
hydrogen sulfide absorption included in HITRAN2012 is
shown in Fig. 9.
This extension of the H2S parameters can enable more
in situ and remote sensing in the near-IR, particularly with
sensitive laser-based techniques. As seen in the characterization of accuracies, the listed line positions are usually
well within the full Doppler widths of H2S so that the
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quantum assignments should be unambiguous. However,
the line intensities may not be sufficiently reliable for
applications desiring to measure atmospheric abundances
with the highest accuracies. Much more is needed to
characterize accurate pressure broadening at all wavelengths for hydrogen sulfide.
2.32. HCOOH (molecule 32)
Unchanged.
2.33. HO2 (molecule 33)
Unchanged.
2.34. O (“molecule” 34)
Unchanged.
2.35. ClONO2 (molecule 35)
Unchanged.
2.36. NO+ (molecule 36)
Unchanged.
2.37. HOBr (molecule 37)
Unchanged.
2.38. C2H4 (molecule 38)
Unchanged.
2.39. CH3OH (molecule 39)
Unchanged.
2.40. CH3Br (molecule 40)
Unchanged.
2.41. CH3CN (molecule 41)
Unchanged.
2.42. CF4 (molecule 42)
Unchanged.
2.43. C4H2 (molecule 43)
Diacetylene, the simplest member of the polyacetylene
family, is a molecule of relevant astrophysical interest. In
the interstellar medium, it plays a major role in the
synthesis of complex hydrocarbons and cyanopolyynes
through ion–neutral or neutral–neutral reactions with C+
or CN [257]. C4H2 is also a well known constituent of the
stratosphere of the giant planets and their moons
[104,258,259], where it acts as a UV shield and is thought
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to take part in the photochemical reaction network initiating the organic aerosols (tholines) present in the atmospheres of these solar system bodies [260].
The ν8 perpendicular band of diacetylene at 16 μm has
been detected in the proto-planetary nebulae CRL 618 and
CRL 2688 by ISO [261], and also outside our galaxy in a
similar object embedded in the Large Magellanic Cloud
(SMP LMC 11) using the IRS spectrograph on board Spitzer
[262]. As concerns our Solar System, the first identification
of diacetylene dates back to 1981, in Titan's atmosphere by
Voyager with its IRIS spectrometer [263]. Subsequently, its
detection was made in the atmospheres of Saturn [258],
Jupiter [264], Uranus [265], and Neptune [266]. All these
detections were made through the ν8 band observed by
ISO/SWS, Spitzer/IRS and Cassini/CIRS.
The infrared spectrum of diacetylene is dominated by
three strong features at 3300 cm  1 (ν4), 1240 cm  1
(ν6+ν8), and 627 cm  1 (ν8) [267–269]. This latter band is
particularly relevant for astrophysical and planetary
studies as it is detectable in emission in a large variety of
environments. Despite this, the region below 1000 cm  1
was the subject of only one high-resolution study [269]
until very recently, when comprehensive investiga
tions of the low-energy band system were undertaken
[270–272].
The C4H2 line positions and relative intensities presented here were calculated from the results of the highresolution analysis of the ν8 fundamental, the ν7+ν9
combination band, the ν3– ν9 and ν8 ν6 difference bands,
plus the hot bands ν8+ν9 ν9, ν7+2ν9 ν9 and
ν8+ν9  ν6  ν9 [271,272]. Over 1200 infrared lines measured in Ref. [272] were fitted together with the rovibrational transitions recorded in the millimeter-wave
range [271] for the bend-bend difference bands. The model
adopted for the analysis includes the rotational and vibrational l-type resonances active between the various
l-sublevels of the multiple bending excited states, and also
considers the two anharmonic interactions which couple
ν3 ¼1 with the ν8 ¼ν9 ¼1 combination state and the ν3 ¼ 2
overtone states through the normal coordinate cubic
potential constants ϕ389 and ϕ377. The resulting Hamiltonian matrix was block-factorized and diagonalized to
derive the energy eigenvalues and the relative transition
intensities.
The C4H2 relative line intensities of the bands in the
microwave region were scaled to the band intensities
calculated from the transition dipole moments measured
by Matsumura et al. [273]. We note that in the microwave
region, the line list presented here is the first compilation
available for scientists, and should prove useful in searching for this molecule in different astrophysical objects with
instruments including the submillimeter array (SMA) [274]
and Herschel [275].
Band intensities in the ν8 region were scaled to those
reported by Jolly et al. [270]. Lines from the bands involving vibrational states that were not observed in Refs.
[271,272] were taken from Jolly et al. [270]. The new line
list spans the region 0–758 cm  1 and contains 124,126
transitions (for only the principal isotopologue).
For the line-shape parameters, no broadening measurements nor calculations were available; for this edition default
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constant values were adopted (γair ¼ 0.10 cm  1 atm  1, γself
¼0.20 cm  1 atm  1, n¼0.75, δair ¼0 cm  1 atm  1).
2.44. HC3N (molecule 44)
Cyanoacetylene is present in the atmosphere of Titan
[263] and in molecular clouds [276]. It is therefore important to have reliable spectroscopic reference data for this
molecule. The line list of HC3N covering the spectral
regions of the ν5 (460–550 cm  1) and ν6 (620–750 cm  1)
fundamentals has been adapted from Jolly et al. [277]. The
line list also contains some of the hot bands.
The transitions with Δv ¼0 in the ground, ν6 ¼1 and
ν7 ¼1 states (in the microwave region) have been adopted
from the CDMS catalog [87]. Interestingly, the rovibrational energy levels in the ν7 ¼1 states in the CDMS
catalog are systematically shifted by +0.5863 cm  1 with
respect to the energy levels from Ref. [277], while there is
no difference between the rotational energy levels in the
ground state. Since in the work of Jolly et al. spectroscopic
constants for all vibrational levels were derived in a global
fit which included unpublished lines from the ν6+ν7 ν7
and ν6+ν7 bands which allows determination of the position of the ν7 ¼1 with respect to the ground state accurately, we have made the energy levels from CDMS
database consistent with the ones from Jolly et al. [277].
To accommodate representation of seven vibrational
modes, three of which are doubly degenerate (ν5, ν6 and
ν7) in the fifteen-field “global” quanta space in postHITRAN2004 format, vibrational quantum numbers are
given as follows. In FORTRAN notation it is 2x, 7I1, 3I2.
Here each of the integers (I1) corresponds to ν1, ν2,…,ν7,
whereas each of the integers (I2) corresponds to ℓ5, ℓ6 and
ℓ7. The line list so far is limited to the principal isotopologue and contains 180,332 lines.
2.45. H2 (molecule 45)
Molecular hydrogen (H2) is the most abundant gas in
the atmosphere of gaseous giants. The quadrupole fundamental and overtone transitions needed to be incorporated into the database. The rotational lines of these bands
are very sparse and relatively weak which makes them
good candidates for probing very deep and dense Jovian
atmospheres. The two most abundant isotopologues of
the hydrogen molecule are making their debut in HITRAN.
The details of the compilation of these line lists are
given below.
The “non-local”, non-adiabatic effects are important for
H2 and HD; thus there is no natural way to present the
energy as a simple 1-D potential. Fortunately, the theoretical approach developed by Komasa et al. [278] has proved
to be very effective. The line positions of the electric
quadrupole-allowed transitions for H2 in the ground electronic state were generated using the dissociation energies
calculated by Komasa et al. [278]. The line positions of
electric dipole-allowed transitions for HD in the electronic
ground state were generated using the dissociation energies
calculated by Pachucki et al. [279]. A summary of the
spectral range and the number of lines is given in Table 2.
The maximum vibrational levels for H2 and HD are 14 and

17, respectively; the maximum rotational levels, Jmax, are 30
and 35 respectively for H2 and HD.
Combining the isotopologue-dependent “best adiabatic”
point-wise potential of Schwartz and Le Roy [280] (downloaded from http://leroy.uwaterloo.ca/potentials.html) and
an ab initio electric quadrupole moment function of Wolniewicz et al. [281], the matrix elements of quadrupole
allowed transitions were calculated for H2 using Le Roy's
LEVEL program [see web site, http://leroy.uwaterloo.ca/
programs/%7D.]. Similarly, the dipole matrix elements of
HD were calculated, based on the dipole moment function
from Ref. [282]. The corresponding line intensities were
subsequently calculated from these matrix elements.
The theoretical results we used here had been in
excellent agreement with recent cavity ring down experiments [283–286], but in fact surpass them in accuracy and,
more importantly, in the extent of the data. Therefore
these ab initio results have been adopted for hydrogen line
positions in HITRAN. The same discussion applies to the
calculation of the intensities.
In the future, electric quadrupole lines of HD will be
added to the database.
The Voigt line shape is known to be particularly inadequate for the case of broadening of hydrogen lines
[287,288]. Nevertheless, no complete sets of broadening
parameters are currently available for either Voigt or nonVoigt line shapes. So far only default Voigt values are used
in HITRAN: γair ¼0.05 cm  1 atm  1; γself ¼0.05 cm  1 atm  1;
and n¼ 0.75. One should also keep in mind that no shifts
are provided at the present time.
2.46. CS (molecule 46)
Carbon monosulfide is a new addition to the HITRAN
database. CS detection has been a source of interest for the
study of comets and planetary atmospheres. The abundance
has been measured, for instance, in the Hyakutake and
Hale–Bopp comets [289]. It has also been detected in
the atmosphere of Jupiter after the collision with the
Shoemaker–Levy comet [290]. Data for four isotopologues
(12C32S, 12C33S, 12C34S, 13C32S) are now included in the
HITRAN database in the microwave region, while infrared
data are provided only for the first two isotopologues. The
line positions and lower-state energies were obtained from
the Cologne Database for Molecular Spectroscopy (CDMS)
catalog [87] which are derived from the global fit from the
experimental data including that from Refs. [291–293]. Intensities were calculated from theoretical Einstein A-coefficients
that were provided in the paper by Chandra et al. [294]. The
conversion from Einstein A-coefficients to HITRAN intensities
is described in the paper by Šimecková et al. [3].
To the best of our knowledge, no experimental broadening parameters exist for carbon monosulfide, so rough
estimates of their values had to be made. To make reasonable estimates of the behavior and values of the broadening parameters of carbon monosulfide, a comparison
between carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide broadening
parameters (found in the HITRAN database [1]) were
made. Using the J-dependent scaling factors obtained for
the carbon oxides, the experimental values for nitrogen
[295] and self-broadening [296] of carbon disulfide were
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scaled to obtain broadening parameters for CS. The
temperature-dependence exponent for the nitrogenbroadening was estimated to be a standard 0.75, as no
experimental data exist.
2.47. SO3 (molecule 47)
Sulfur trioxide spectroscopic line parameters have been
included for the first time in the 2012 HITRAN edition. SO3
occurs naturally in volcanic emissions and is also a pollutant
emitted by smoke-stacks and other industrial exhausts
[297]. In the terrestrial atmosphere, SO3 rapidly forms
sulfuric acid with its association with acid rain. SO3 is also
thought to be present in the atmosphere of Venus [298].
SO3 is a planar, non-polar molecule. However with
sufficient rotational excitation the molecule can distort
and undergo pure rotational transitions. Lines in this
centrifugally-induced pure rotational spectrum were
observed by Meyer et al. [299]; in this case the ab initio
transition intensities of Underwood et al. [300] have been
used as there is no intensity information in the experiment.
Parameters in the infrared region are based on a series of
infrared spectra recorded by Maki and co-workers [301–305].
These spectra, which in general were recorded at two
pressures, only provide relative intensities. Recently Underwood et al. [300] performed detailed ab initio electronic
structure and variational nuclear motion calculations for
32 16
S O3. Comparisons between their absolute, calculated
intensities and the measured, relative intensities give good
agreement for the strong bands and reasonable agreement
for the weaker ones. The line parameters provided have
therefore used the ab initio calculations to scale the measured
intensities to absolute values. Details of this scaling procedure
can be found in Underwood et al. [300].
No measurements or calculations for the line-shape
parameters were available, therefore the usual default
values were chosen. The new line list for SO3 contains
10,881 lines covering the region up to 2825 cm  1. Only the
main 32S16O3 isotopologue has been considered.
3. Infrared absorption cross-sections
Infrared absorption cross sections for this edition of the
HITRAN compilation are listed in Table 17. This portion of
the database supplies cross sections of molecules for
which high-resolution (line-by-line) spectral line parameters are incomplete or unavailable; generally these are
large polyatomic molecules for which generating line
parameters is very difficult or undesirable at this time
due to the lack of detail concerning hot bands and/or
characterization of other relevant phenomena such as
pressure-induced effects. It is important to point out that
the sets of absorption cross sections in HITRAN are far
from complete and may not include some additional useful
sets; within our resources, the HITRAN committee continues to evaluate and recommend additional sets. Note
that all absorption cross sections in this portion of HITRAN
have units of cm2 molecule  1.
The cross section format remains the same as
HITRAN2008. Absorption cross sections are contained in
files by molecule appended with the extension “.xsc”, and
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named by the molecular formula followed by “_IRxx”,
where xx indicates the last two digits of the year in which
the data were first introduced or updated. Files may
contain many temperature–pressure sets over a number
of spectral regions, as indicated by headers throughout the
file. Headers provide the molecule name, the wavenumber
range (cm  1), the number of data points, the temperature
(K) and pressure (Torr) of the laboratory measurement, the
maximum value of the cross section (cm2 molecule  1),
and the resolution (cm  1) of the measurement. Absorption cross sections with negative values (generally occurring when there is measurement noise close to the
baseline) are set to zero. For a number of datasets, the
original experimental files are also provided with “_alt”
appended to the filename.
There have been significant additions to the IRabsorption-cross-section section of HITRAN2008, in particular data for a number of important organic molecules are
now included, largely from the work of Harrison et al.
[306–313]. Updates to the database are indicated in the
last 10 entries to Table 17, and are described below.

3.1. C2H6
Ethane is the second most abundant hydrocarbon after
methane in the atmosphere and a strong absorber in the
troposphere. Its line parameters have been present in the
HITRAN database for a number of years; however the line
parameters in the 3-μm region (ν7 band) are incomplete, in
particular many P and R branch lines are absent. The ν7
band has been identified as the most desirable for remotesensing of ethane because it occurs in a reasonably
uncongested spectral region and is associated with a C–H
stretch vibrational mode (C–H stretches correspond to the
most intense features in the IR spectra of aliphatic hydrocarbons). The ν7 band is particularly accessible to remotesensing instruments that measure atmospheric absorption
using the sun as a light source. On the other hand,
instruments detecting in the thermal infrared can only
make use of the weaker ν9 band (780–868 cm  1).
Infrared absorption cross sections for ethane that cover
the spectral range 2545–3315 cm  1 have been added to
the database [306]. Spectra of ethane/dry synthetic air
mixtures inside a 26-cm cell were recorded at a number
of pressure–temperature combinations using a highresolution FTIR spectrometer (Bruker IFS 125 HR) at
0.015 cm  1 resolution (calculated as the Bruker instrument resolution of 0.9/MOPD). These cross sections
include the structure that is missing from the line list
and provides a higher degree of accuracy for tropospheric
sounding than can currently be obtained using a line-byline calculation. These cross sections have been used to
create a set of “pseudo-lines”, effective spectral lines that
empirically reproduce the pressure- and temperaturedependencies of spectral absorption without any recourse
to quantum-mechanical assignments. They provide a convenient means of interpolating (and extrapolating) cross
sections such that the derived absorption varies smoothly
with temperature and pressure. The user will find these
more useful for remote sensing purposes until the line list
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Table 17
Summary of molecules represented by IR cross-section data in HITRAN.
Molecule

Common name

Temperature
range (K)

Pressure
range (Torr)

Number
of T,P sets

Spectral
coverage (cm  1)

SF6
ClONO2

Sulfur hexafluoride
Chlorine nitrate

CCl4
N2O5
HNO4
C2F6

Carbon tetrachloride
Dinitrogen pentoxide
Peroxynitric acid
Hexafluoroethane, CFC-116

CCl3F

CFC-11

CCl2F2

CFC-12

CClF3

CFC-13

CF4
C2Cl2F3

CFC-14
CFC-113

C2Cl2F4

CFC-114

C2ClF5

CFC-115

CHCl2F
CHClF2

HCFC-21
HCFC-22

CHCl2CF3

HCFC-123

CHClFCF3

HCFC-124

CH3CCl2F

HCFC-141b

CHCl2CF2CF3

HCFC-225ca

CClF2CF2CHClF
CH2F2

HCFC-225cb
HFC-32

CHF2CF3
CHF2CHF2
CFH2CF3

HFC-125
HFC-134
HFC-134a

CF3CH3

HFC-143a

CH3CHF2

HFC-152a

SF5CF3

Trifluoromethyl sulfur pentafluoride

CH3C(O)OONO2
CH3CN

PAN
Acetonitrile (methyl cyanide)

180–295
189–297
189–297
213–296
208–297
205–293
220
181–296
181–296
190–296
190–296
190–296
190–296
203–293
203–293
203–293
180–296
203–293
203–293
203–293
203–293
203–293
203–293
203–293
203–293
203–293
296
181–297
181–296
253–287
253–287
253–287
253–287
287
287
287
253–287
253–287
253–287
253–287
253–287
253–287
203–297
203–297
203–293
203–297
253–287
190–296
190–296
253–287
203–297
203–297
203–297
253–287
253–287
253–287
213–323
213–323
213–323
213–323
213–323
213–323
295
276–324
276–324
276–324
276–324
276–324

20–760
0–117
0–117
0
8–760
0
0
25–760
25–760
8–760
8–760
8–760
8–760
0
0
0
8–761
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0–765
22–761
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0–750
0–750
0–600
0–750
0
20–760
20–760
0
0–750
0–750
0–750
0
0
0
760
760
760
760
760
760
0.08
760
760
760
760
760

32
25
25
2
32
5
1
43
43
55
55
52
52
6
6
6
55
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
1
29
31
3
3
3
3
1
1
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
17
17
16
9
3
32
33
3
9
9
9
3
3
3
5
5
5
5
5
5
1
3
3
3
3
3

925–955
750–830
1260–1320
1680–1790
750–812
540–1380
780–830
1061–1165
1220–1285
810–880
1050–1120
850–950
1050–1200
765–805
1065–1140
1170–1235
1250–1290
780–995
1005–1232
815–860
870–960
1030–1067
1095–1285
955–1015
1110–1145
1167–1260
785–840
760–860
1070–1195
1060–1210
1275–1380
740–900
1080–1450
675–715
790–920
1035–1430
710–790
895–1210
1325–1470
695–865
1010–1420
715–1375
995–1236
1385–1475
494–1503
600–1700
815–865
1035–1130
1135–1340
935–1485
580–630
750–1050
1100–1500
840–995
1050–1205
1320–1490
599–624
676–704
740–766
860–920
1150–1280
1280–2600
1650–1901
624–784
867–1159
1175–1687
2217–2343
2786–3261
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Table 17 (continued )
Molecule

Common name

C6H6

Benzene

New data introduced since HITRAN2008 [1]
C2H6
Ethane
CH3OH
Methanol
CH3CN

Acetonitrile

C3H8
CH3COCH3

Propane
Acetone

CH3C(O)OONO2

PAN

CH3CHO
CH3CClF2
BrONO2
ClOOCl

Acetaldehyde
HCFC-142b
Bromine nitrate
Chlorine peroxide

Temperature
range (K)

Pressure
range (Torr)

276–324
278–323

760
760

194–297
204–295
204–296
203–297
208–296
195–296
194–298
195–296
250–295
250
200–297
223–283
218–296
225–250

49–763
50–761
51–761
50–760
50–760
40–763
50–700
49–759
0
0
50–762
0
0
15–33

Number
of T,P sets

Spectral
coverage (cm  1)

3
3

3881–4574
600–6500

14
12
12
12
11
12
19
12
3
1
16
7
2
4

2545–3315
877–1167
2600–3250
880–1700
2550–3300
2540–3300
830–1950
2615–3300
560–1400
1590–2200
2400–3400
650–1500
770–843
500–835

Note: These data are in the main directory. Additional redundant data for CFC-11, CFC-12, HFC-125, and HFC-143a are stored in a supplemental subdirectory. Rescaling of data for HCFC-141b for the 1325–1470 cm  1 region at 270 K has been performed as described in Section 3.8.

near 3 μm is greatly improved. Visit http://mark4sun.jpl.
nasa.gov/pseudo.html to obtain the pseudo-line list.

3.2. CH3OH
Methanol is the second most abundant organic molecule in the terrestrial atmosphere after methane. Around
two-thirds of methanol emissions arise from plant growth,
with the rest coming from plant decay, atmospheric
oxidation of methane and other hydrocarbons, biomass
burning and biofuels, and vehicles and industrial activities.
Two new infrared absorption cross section datasets
have been added to the database, covering the spectral
ranges 877–1167 cm  1 and 2600–3250 cm  1 [312]. Spectra of methanol/dry synthetic air were recorded with a
high-resolution FTIR spectrometer (Bruker IFS 125 HR)
at 0.015 cm  1 resolution (≡0.9/MOPD) using a coolable
White cell with a maximum path length of 19.32 m.
Methanol data near 3.4 μm are included in HITRAN for
the first time. Line parameters near 10 μm have been
included in HITRAN since 2004; this band system is
principally associated with the strong fundamental ν8
mode at 1033 cm  1 (CO stretch). The new cross sections
near 10 μm provide a higher level of accuracy at lower
temperatures and reveal a number of problems with the
line list, which was derived from a set of roomtemperature spectra. When simulating spectra using the
HITRAN line list, the integrated intensity of the band
system drops by about one quarter from 300 to 200 K.
This is at odds with the new 10 μm data, which provide no
evidence for temperature dependence. Therefore, using the
existing HITRAN line list for remote sensing will impact the
accuracy of the retrievals. A methanol pseudo-line list near
10 μm, using the same procedure described above for
ethane near 3 μm, is currently planned.

3.3. CH3CN
Acetonitrile (CH3CN) is a minor constituent of the
Earth's atmosphere, with the majority of emissions arising
from biomass burning. The lifetime of acetonitrile is of the
order of 6 months, making this molecule a useful tracer for
troposphere–stratosphere transport.
In addition to line parameters for the ν4 band,
HITRAN2008 contained a number of acetonitrile absorption
cross sections between 624 and 4574 cm  1 recorded at a
resolution of 0.112 cm  1 and a pressure of 760 Torr nitrogen at 276, 298, and 323 K. On their own, these are not
useful for retrieving concentrations from spectra recorded
in the upper troposphere/lower stratosphere (UTLS)
because they do not cover the appropriate range of atmospheric temperatures and pressures. This problem has been
remedied by the addition of a number of new pressure–
temperature sets of infrared absorption cross sections to
HITRAN. These datasets cover the spectral ranges 880–
1700 cm  1 [311] and 2550–3300 cm  1 [310]. Spectra of
acetonitrile/dry synthetic air were recorded by a highresolution FTIR spectrometer (Bruker IFS 125 HR) at
0.015 cm  1 resolution (≡0.9/MOPD) using a coolable White
cell with a maximum path length of 19.32 m. The cross
sections in the MWIR region, in particular the rQ0 branch of
the ν6 band at 1462.96–1463.60 cm  1, have recently been
used as the basis for an ACE-FTS (Atmospheric Chemistry
Experiment) acetonitrile research product [313].
3.4. CH3CH2CH3
Propane is the third most abundant hydrocarbon after
methane in the atmosphere. However, thus far there have
been no global measurements using IR remote-sensing
techniques. Infrared absorption cross sections for propane
have been introduced for the first time into HITRAN; they
cover the spectral range 2540–3300 cm  1 [307], where
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propane has its strongest-intensity vibrational modes (C–H
stretch). Spectra of propane/dry synthetic air mixtures
inside a 26-cm cell were recorded at 12 pressure–temperature combinations using a high-resolution FTIR spectrometer (Bruker IFS 125 HR) at 0.015 cm  1 resolution
(≡0.9/MOPD).
3.5. CH3COCH3
Infrared absorption cross sections for propanone (acetone) have been introduced for the first time into HITRAN.
Acetone is the simplest member of the ketone family, and
one of the most abundant volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) in the free troposphere. The largest source of
atmospheric acetone is the oxidation of organic precursors, e.g. alkanes. Other sources include biomass burning
and biogenic emissions, including plant growth and decay,
and a minor contribution from anthropogenic emissions.
Two new datasets have been added to the database,
covering the spectral ranges 830–1950 cm  1 [309] and
2615–3300 cm  1[308]; the mid-IR cross sections have
been combined with older measurements taken by Waterfall [314] to create a combined dataset. For the new
measurements, spectra of acetone/dry synthetic air were
recorded by a high-resolution FTIR spectrometer (Bruker
IFS 125 HR) at 0.015 cm  1 resolution (≡0.9/MOPD) using a
coolable White cell with a maximum path length of
19.32 m. These mid-IR data have been used, for example,
to retrieve acetone concentrations from spectra recorded
by the MIPAS (Michelson Interferometer for Passive Atmospheric Sounding) instrument onboard Envisat [315].
Additionally, an ACE research product has recently been
developed [316].
3.6. CH3C(O)OONO2
Infrared absorption data at 295 K for peroxyacetyl nitrate
(abbreviated as PAN) became available in HITRAN2008. PAN,
a reservoir for reactive NOx, has a number of sources,
including photochemical smog and biomass burning. Due
to thermal stability of PAN at lower temperatures, it can be
transported over long distances in the middle and upper
troposphere; the consequence of this is the long-distance
transport of pollution.
Additional infrared absorption cross sections for PAN
(560–1400 cm  1) have been included in HITRAN. The
original data [317,318] have been adapted to correct the
baselines so that they agree better with each other and the
intensities have been normalized to the room temperature
value [319]; the data in HITRAN (at 250, 273 and 295 K),
therefore, differ slightly from those in the original references. PAN cross sections are also available over the range
1590–2200 cm  1 at 250 K and 1650–1900 cm  1 at 295 K.
The user should use these two cross sections with care due
to an obvious discrepancy in the baseline between the two
measurements.
3.7. CH3CHO
Ethanal, also known as acetaldehyde, is a trace molecular species found in the terretrial atmosphere. Sources

Absorption cross section/(10-18cm2/molecule)
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Fig. 10. Absorption cross sections of ClOOCl at 213 K and 20 hPa.

include photochemical production, the oxidation of hydrocarbons, biogenic emission from plant decay, anthropogenic combustion and biomass burning. So far there have
been no measurements using IR remote-sensing techniques. Infrared absorption cross sections for acetaldehyde
in the 3 mm region [320] have been introduced for the first
time into HITRAN. The spectra were recorded at a number
of temperatures and pressures appropriate for atmospheric conditions.
3.8. HCFC-141b
HITRAN infrared cross-sections for the hydrochlorofluorocarbon HCFC-141b (1,1-dichloro-1-fluoroethane) originate from Clerbaux et al. [321]. It was found recently that
the set of cross-sections in the 1325–1470 cm  1 region at
270 K differed from the ones in the original publication.
The reason for this discrepancy is unclear. The HITRAN
cross-sections in this pressure–temperature set have now
been multiplied by 1.75 to bring them into consistency
with the original publication.
3.9. HCFC-142b
New temperature-dependent absorption cross-sections
of HCFC-142b (1-chloro-1,1-difluoroethane) have been
added to the HITRAN compilation. The data cover the
650–1500 cm  1 spectral region, and come from the work
of Le Bris and Strong [322]. These data replace the sets of
HCFC-142b IR cross-sections that previously existed in
HITRAN.
3.10. BrONO2
IR absorption cross sections for bromine nitrate were
recently introduced into HITRAN. BrONO2 is an important
species in stratospheric bromine chemistry and is part of
the photochemistry in stratospheric ozone depletion. It is
the most important reservoir species for inorganic stratospheric bromine.
The cross-sections are given at 218 K and 296 K. The
latter set is based on laboratory measurements, whereas
the set for 218 K was obtained by scaling the 296 K
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experimental data. The values are explained in more detail
in the paper about the atmospheric detection of BrONO2
by the MIPAS instrument [323].

3.11. ClOOCl
Chlorine peroxide (ClOOCl) is known to play an important role in the antarctic and arctic perturbed chemistry
leading to the well-known ozone hole [324]. The first
proof that ClOOCl, being a product of the ClO self reaction,
has a peroxide like structure which is the only Cl2O2
isomer capable of destroying ozone in a catalytic cycle
was shown by Birk et al. [325]. The first direct observation
of this species by balloon-borne mid-infrared limb sounding in the Arctic [326] is based on the absorption cross
sections now entered into the HITRAN database. This latter
paper also contains details about the laboratory measurements of the absorption cross-sections. The agreement of
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the total chlorine budget using these absorption crosssections with the total inorganic chlorine load of the
atmosphere indicates the validity of the data.
Four sets of absorption cross sections are given for
combinations of temperatures 213 K and 243 K and total
pressures 20 hPa and 40 hPa in the mixture of nitrogen
and helium. The total uncertainty of the absorption cross
sections is 12%. Fig. 10 shows the absorption cross
sections for 213 K and 20 hPa. There are three bands
that have been observed. So far the weakest band in the
range 720–790 cm  1 was used for retrieval. The
middle band is blended by CO2 and cannot be used for
atmospheric measurements. In the absorption cross
sections, this band is contaminated by CO2 arising from
the technical-grade chlorine used in the synthesis. Best
suited for atmospheric measurements would be the
band between 500 and 600 cm  1 since this band is
three times stronger than the band at 720–790 cm  1.
So far no limb sounder is available covering this region.

Table 18
Refractive indices included in HITRAN2012.
Compound
Water
Water
Ice
Ice
Water, ice, sodium chloride, sea salt, water soluble aerosol, ammonium sulfate, carbonaceous aerosol,
volcanic dust, sulfuric acid, meteoric dust, quartz, hematite, sand
Sulfuric acid (H2SO4/H2O)
Sulfuric acid (H2SO4/H2O)
Sulfuric acid (H2SO4/H2O)
Sulfuric acid (H2SO4/H2O)
Sulfuric acid (H2SO4/H2O)
Nitric acid (H2SO4/HNO3)
Nitric acid (H2SO4/HNO3)
Nitric acid (H2SO4/HNO3)
Amorphous nitric acid (NAM, NAD, NAT)
NAM
NAD
NAD
αNAT
βNAT
NAT
Burning vegetation
Burning vegetation
Carbon flame
Flame soot
Brown carbon
Organic acids (oxalic, malonic, succinic, pinonic, pyruvic, phthalic)
Organic haze
SOA (proxy)
Minerals (clay, illite, kaolin, montmorillonite)
Minerals (granite, montmorillonite)
Saharan dust
Saharan dust
Volcanic ash

Measurement specifics
◦

1

27 C, 10–5000 cm
0.67–2.5 μm
266 K, 0.04 μm–2 m
0.67–2.5 μm
Room temperature, 0.2–
40 μm
Room temperature, 25–
96% H2SO4
Room temperature, 75 and
90% H2SO4
215 K, 499–6996 cm  1
200–300 K, 825–
4700 cm  1
213–293 K, 432–
5028 cm  1
Room temperature, 250–
2987 cm  1
220 K, 754–4700 cm  1
213–293 K, 432–
5028 cm  1
153 K, 482–7000 cm  1
179 K, 482–6002 cm  1
184 K, 482–6981 cm  1
160–190 K, 700–
4700 cm  1
181 K, 482–6989 cm  1
196 K, 482–6364 cm  1
160 K, 711–4004 cm  1
525–5000 cm  1
0.35–1.5 μm
0.4–0.7 μm, 25–600 1C
0.2–38 μm
0.2–1.2 μm
0.25–1.1 μm
0.525 nm
0.525 nm
2.5–200 μm
5–40 μm
0.30–0.95 μm
0.35–0.65 μm
0.45–25 μm

References
[329]
[330]
[330]
[331]
[332]
[333]
[334]
[335]
[336]
[337]
[338]
[339]
[337]
[340]
[340]
[340]
[341]
[340]
[340]
[342]
[343]
[344]
[345]
[346]
[347]
[348]
[349]
[350]
[351]
[352]
[353]
[354]
[355]
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4. Ultraviolet datasets
4.1. H2CO
A study of the previous ultraviolet absorption cross
sections for formaldehyde in HITRAN was carried out as
recommended by the HITRAN Advisory Committee. The
cross sections introduced into the new edition of HITRAN
have been derived from two existing sets, one using a
Fourier transform spectrometer, and one using a grating
instrument. The new re-scaled data are based on the work
of Chance and Orphal [327].

5. Aerosol refractive indices
Aerosols and clouds influence radiative transfer in the
terrestrial atmosphere [328], participate in chemistry
reactions in both the liquid and solid phases [324], and
complicate remote-sensing retrievals of gaseous species.
Light scattering and absorption by aerosols and clouds is
dependent upon how particle size distributions are distributed in a three-dimensional manner, the compositions
(i.e. refractive indices) of the aerosols and cloud particles,
and by the shapes of the particles. HITRAN2012 contains
refractive indices in the visible, infrared, and millimeter
spectral ranges of many of the materials which comprise
the compositions of aerosols and clouds. Table 18 lists the
HITRAN2012 indices.
Additions to HITRAN2012 focus upon absorptive aerosol species. Absorptive aerosol is of interest since it can
perturb the radiation field close to the Earth's surface,
thereby perturbing the temperature profile structure and
convective processes [356]. The dimensionless complex
refractive index
m ¼ mreal þ imimag

ð7Þ

has positive real mreal and imaginary mimag components.
A plane light wave of wavelength λ is attenuated along the
propagation x axis according to
E ¼ E0 expð2πmimag x=λÞ expði2πmreal x=λi2πct=λÞ

ð8Þ

with time t and the speed of light c. Thus, it is the
imaginary refractive index which determines the amount
of light absorption in a medium.
New HITRAN indices include secondary organic acid
(proxy) [350], carbonaceous indices [345,346] mineralogical indices, Saharan dust (as a function of hematite content) [353], brown carbon [347], volcanic ash indices [355],
and vegetation-fire indices derived from field measurements [344]. Organic acids, which scatter primarily and
are precursors to secondary organic aerosols, are also
tabulated [347].
HITRAN2012 contains indices based upon field measurements of aerosols in their natural setting in addition to
laboratory measurements. Since the composition of aerosol is chemically very diverse and evolves daily, it is useful
to include field measurements of aerosol refractive indices
in HITRAN. Fig. 11 illustrates this point by presenting the
composite AFCRL carbonaceous aerosol indices [332],
Sutherland-Khana burning vegetation indices [343], and
the Magi indices of biomass fires inferred from aircraft
measurements during the SAFARI 2000 field experiment
[344]. Since the imaginary refractive index is responsible
for light absorption, differences in the imaginary index of
various materials are of primary interest. The range in the
imaginary indices in Fig. 11—a factor of 10—is considerable.
A new development for HITRAN2012 is the introduction of the HITRAN-RI program [357] that will reside on
the HITRAN website. This program, written in the IDL
(Interactive Design Language) and Fortran 90 programming languages, allows the user to access and use the
HITRAN2012 indices in Mie calculations. Output ASCII files
of the indices, particle size distributions, and spectra
(extinction, scattering, absorption, single scattering
albedo, backscattering, and asymmetry parameters) are
created by the program. The IDL version of the program
also produces output Postscript graphics files. The user
specifies the size distribution and the indices of the
particles by editing a simple ASCII input file. The wavelength dependence of the refractive indices of two datasets
can be compared to each other. The user can obtain
composite indices of multiple-component aerosols by
applying one of several available mixing rules. There are
test cases which serve an instructional purpose for those
not familiar with Mie calculations. Subdirectories associated with HITRAN-RI contain pdfs of the reference
papers, and the indices are specified in both ASCII and
netCDF formats. The ASCII files are useful to quickly obtain
the real and imaginary indices at a specific wavelength,
while the netCDF files are used by the HITRAN-RI program
in user friendly calculations.
6. Collision-induced absorption

Fig. 11. Imaginary indices of three carbon containing materials that
illustrate the wide range of absorptive characteristics of naturally
occurring combustion products.

Collision-induced absorption (CIA) is caused by a transient dipole moment being created during collisions of
molecules. The absorption features underlie many of the
traditional electric dipole, magnetic dipole, and quadrupole transitions that have been the traditional mainstay of
HITRAN. They not only are valuable for radiative-transfer
calculations for the terrestrial atmosphere, but are applicable to simulations of radiance in planetary and stellar
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Fig. 12. HITRAN on the web plot of selected cross-sections of acetone (CH3COCH3). Y axis in absorption (cm2 molecule  1).

atmospheres. Experimental and theoretical sources have
now been assembled and cast into a consistent format of
cross-sections for this new edition of HITRAN. The details
of the sets of collision pairs, their spectral and temperature
ranges, and their sources are described in Ref. [132].
In this first presentation of CIA in the HITRAN compilation, fourteen different collisional pairs are given, N2-N2,
N2-H2, N2-CH4, H2-H2, H2-He, H2-CH4, H2-H, He-H, O2-O2,
O2-N2, O2-CO2, CO2-CO2, CH4-CH4, and CH4-Ar. In the
future, other complexes of interest will be included,
improved data will replace less accurate data, and the
CIA datasets will be extended to cover other spectral
regions and temperature domains when possible.
7. Global data and software
7.1. Options for accessing, filtering, and managing HITRAN
data
The Java-based JavaHawks software that accompanied
previous editions of HITRAN is no longer maintained and,
although one can still use it for most of the molecules, it
will not be able to handle new molecules or new isotopologues that have been recently introduced. It will also
fail to select vibrational bands which were introduced into
HITRAN after the year 2004.
HITRAN on the Web (hitran.iao.ru) is an efficient online
HITRAN browsing and plotting tool developed at the V.E.
Zuev Institute of Atmospheric Optics and the HarvardSmithsonian Center for Astrophysics taking advantage of
the S&MPO ozone database software [79] and adapted
functionalities of the JavaHawks software. Inside HITRAN
on the web, the HITRAN data are treated as a relational
database under control of the MySQL database management system. The site software is written in the PHP
language using the Zend Framework. The modules for
spectra simulations are written on C. Application software
was developed using the Model-View-Controller (MVC)

approach. Within MVC, the data model of an application,
the user interface, and the operating logic are considered
as separate components, so that updating of one of the
components has minimum influence on others.
The HITRAN on the Web browsing tool allows selections and manipulations with HITRAN data that are most
desired by the users of the database. The “HITRAN survey”
option allows selecting lines of chosen molecules within a
desired spectral range. A more sophisticated interactive
system is provided in the individual “Molecules” section.
In particular, it allows for the selection of multiple spectral
bands and their plotting in different colors, predicting
spectra at different temperatures, and implementation of
user-selected isotopic abundances. Other important features include (1) easy access to the abstracts of publications used as sources of data for the spectroscopic
parameters and absorption cross-sections in HITRAN; (2)
selection of data based on the uncertainty index; (3)
advanced plotting options that are also applicable to the
cross-sections (see Fig. 12, for example, that was generated
using this online tool); (4) convenient presentation of
relative band intensities and the spectral range they cover
and many other important features. One of the presentations, describing the use of the database, is given as
supplementary material to this paper.
Another development for accessing the HITRAN database is the development of a user interface based on the
relational database discussed in the next section.
7.2. Database structures
Under the auspices of the Virtual Atomic and Molecular
Data Centre (VAMDC) project [358], an initiative was created
to cast the HITRAN database into a relational database
structure that would be interoperable with other major
databases in the fields of atomic, molecular, and plasma
physics. This structure has many advantages over the fixedfield, text-based format that has existed since the inception
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Table 19
Values of isotopic abundance chosen for isotopologues in HITRAN.
Molecule
(1) H2O

(2) CO2

(3) O3

(4) N2O

(5) CO

(6) CH4

(7) O2

(8) NO

(9) SO2
(10) NO2
(11) NH3
(12) HNO3
(13) OH

(14) HF
(15) HCl

(16) HBr

(17) HI
(18) ClO
(19) OCS

Isotopologue
161
181
171
162
182
172
626
636
628
627
638
637
828
827
727
838
837a
666
668
686
667
676
446
456
546
448
447
26
36
28
27
38
37
211
311
212
312
66
68
67
46
56
48
626
646
646
4111
5111
146
156
61
81
62
19
29
15
17
25
27
19
11
29
21
17
27
56
76
622
624

Abundance
1

9.973  10
1.999  10  3
3.719  10  4
3.107  10  4
6.230  10  7
1.158  10  7
9.842  10  1
1.106  10  2
3.947  10  3
7.340  10  4
4.434  10  5
8.246  10  6
3.957  10  6
1.472  10  6
1.368  10  7
4.446  10  8
1.654  10  8
9.929  10  1
3.982  10  3
1.991  10  3
7.405  10  4
3.702  10  4
9.903  10  1
3.641  10  3
3.641  10  3
1.986  10  3
3.693  10  4
9.865  10  1
1.108  10  2
1.978  10  3
3.679  10  4
2.223  10  5
4.133  10  6
9.883  10  1
1.110  10  2
6.158  10  4
6.918  10  6
9.953  10  1
3.991  10  3
7.422  10  4
9.940  10  1
3.654  10  3
1.993  10  3
9.457  10  1
4.195  10  2
9.916  10  1
9.959  10  1
3.661  10  3
9.891  10  1
3.636  10  3
9.975  10  1
2.000  10  3
1.554  10  4
9.998  10  1
1.557  10  4
7.576  10  1
2.423  10  1
1.180  10  4
3.774  10  5
5.068  10  1
4.931  10  1
7.894  10  5
7.680  10  5
9.998  10  1
1.557  10  4
7.559  10  1
2.417  10  1
9.374  10  1
4.158  10  2

Q (296 K)
2

1.74  10
1.75  102
1.04  103
8.59  102
8.75  102
5.22  103
2.87  102
5.78  102
6.09  102
3.55  103
1.23  103
7.16  103
3.24  102
3.78  103
1.10  104
6.54  102
7.62  103
3.48  103
7.47  103
3.65  103
4.33  104
2.14  104
5.00  103
3.36  103
3.46  103
5.31  103
3.10  104
1.07  102
2.24  102
1.12  102
6.59  102
2.36  102
1.38  103
5.90  102
1.18  103
4.79  103
9.60  103
2.16  102
4.52  102
2.64  103
1.14  103
7.89  102
1.20  103
6.34  103
6.37  103
1.36  104
1.73  103
1.15  103
2.14  105
1.42  105
8.04  101
8.09  101
2.09  102
4.15  101
1.16  102
1.61  102
1.61  102
4.63  102
4.64  102
2.00  102
2.00  102
5.86  102
5.87  102
3.89  102
1.15  103
3.27  103
3.33  103
1.22  103
1.25  103

gj

Mass (g)

1
1
6
6
6
36
1
2
1
6
2
12
1
6
1
2
12
1
1
1
6
6
9
6
6
9
54
1
2
1
6
2
12
1
2
3
6
1
1
6
3
2
3
1
1
3
3
2
6
4
2
2
3
4
6
8
8
12
12
8
8
12
12
12
18
4
4
1
1

18.01056
20.01481
19.01478
19.01674
21.02098
20.02096
43.98983
44.99319
45.99408
44.99405
46.99743
45.99740
47.99832
46.99829
45.998262
49.00168
48.00165
47.98475
49.98899
49.98899
48.98896
48.98896
44.00106
44.9981
44.9981
46.00531
45.00528
27.99492
28.99827
29.99916
28.99913
31.00252
30.00249
16.0313
17.03466
17.03748
18.04083
31.98983
33.99408
32.99405
29.99799
30.99502
32.00223
63.9619
65.9577
45.9929
17.02655
18.02358
62.99564
63.99268
17.00274
19.00699
18.00892
20.00623
21.0124
35.97668
37.97373
36.98285
38.9799
79.92616
81.92412
80.93234
82.93029
127.9123
128.9185
50.96377
52.96082
59.96699
61.96278
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Table 19 (continued )
Molecule

(20) H2CO

(21) HOCl
(22) N2
(23) HCN

(24) CH3Cl
(25) H2O2
(26) C2H2

(27) C2H6
(28) PH3
(29) COF2
(30) SF6
(31) H2S

(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)

HCOOH
HO2
O
ClONO2

(36) NO+
(37) HOBr
(38) C2H4
(39) CH3OH
(40) CH3Br
(41) CH3CN
(42) CF4
(43) C4H2
(44) HC3N
(45) H2
(46) CS

(47) SO3
a

Isotopologue
632
623
822
126
136
128
165
167
44
45
124
134
125
215
217
1661
1221
1231
1222
1221
1231
1111
269
369
29
121
141
131
126
166
6
5646
7646
46
169
161
2211
2311
2161
219
211
2124
29
2211
1224
11
12
22
24
32
23
26

Abundance
2

1.053  10
7.399  10  3
1.880  10  3
9.862  10  1
1.108  10  2
1.978  10  3
7.558  10  1
2.417  10  1
9.927  10  1
7.478  10  3
9.851  10  1
1.107  10  2
3.622  10  3
7.489  10  1
2.395  10  1
9.950  10  1
9.776  10  1
2.197  10  2
3.046  10  4
9.770  10  1
2.195  10  2
9.995  10  1
9.865  10  1
1.108  10  2
9.502  10  1
9.499  10  1
4.214  10  2
7.498  10  3
9.839  10  1
9.951  10  1
9.976  10  1
7.496  10  1
2.397  10  1
9.940  10  1
5.056  10  1
4.919  10  1
9.773  10  1
2.196  10  2
9.859  10  1
5.010  10  1
4.874  10  1
9.739  10  1
9.889  10  1
9.560  10  1
9.633  10  1
9.997  10  1
3.114  10  4
9.396  10  1
4.168  10  2
1.056  10  2
7.417  10  3
9.434  10  1

Q (296 K)
3

2.48  10
4.95  103
1.31  103
2.85  103
5.84  103
2.99  103
1.93  104
1.96  104
4.66  102
3.86  102
8.95  102
1.84  103
6.21  102
5.79  104
5.88  104
9.82  103
4.14  102
1.66  103
1.58  103
7.09  104
3.62  104
3.25  103
7.00  104
3.78  104
1.62  106
5.03  102
5.04  102
2.01  103
3.91  104
4.30  103
6.72
4.79  106
4.91  106
3.12  102
2.83  104
2.82  104
1.10  104
4.52  104
3.53  104
8.30  104
8.34  104
8.87  104
1.21  105
9.82  103
2.48  104
7.67  100
2.99  101
2.54  102
2.53  102
5.37  102
1.02  103
7.96  103

gj

Mass (g)

2
4
1
1
2
1
8
8
1
6
6
12
4
4
4
1
1
8
6
1
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
4
4
2
1
12
12
3
8
8
1
2
2
4
4
3
1
6
6
1
6
1
1
2
4
1

60.97034
60.96637
61.97123
30.01057
31.01392
32.01481
51.97159
53.96864
28.00615
29.00318
27.0109
28.01425
28.00793
49.99233
51.98938
34.00548
26.01565
27.01901
27.02183
30.04695
31.05031
33.99724
65.99172
66.99508
145.9625
33.98772
35.98352
34.98711
46.00548
32.99766
15.99492
96.95667
98.95372
29.99799
95.92108
97.91903
28.0313
29.03466
32.02622
93.94181
95.93976
41.02655
87.99362
50.01090
51.0109
2.01565
3.02182
43.97104
45.96679
44.97437
44.97040
79.95682

This eleventh isotopologue could not be entered into HITRAN under the standard format.

of HITRAN four decades ago. First of all it addresses some of
the deficiencies encountered by the old structure, including
(1) the limited ability to expand the fields to account for the
quantum identification of complex states, for example
polyatomic molecules with many vibrational modes,
dynamic molecules with torsional modes, hyperfine coupling
to more than one nucleus, etc.; (2) the limited ability to
expand the line shape parameters, including line broadening
by other collisional partners, their temperature dependences,
line-shape formalisms other than Voigt profile, line mixing,
etc.; (3) the inconvenient methods of flagging unavailable
data (for example setting the lower-state energy to negative

unity to flag an unassigned transition); and (4) the restriction
of field length that prevents accommodating parameters
with a greater number of significant figures. The advantages
of a relational database for HITRAN are myriad. It is easy to
extend. More complex molecular states can be represented
with as many quantum numbers as necessary. Parameters
for alternative line shapes (for example Galatry) can easily be
implemented. Additional broadeners, now needed for planetary atmospheres, can be efficiently added. Field size is not
an issue, so all significant digits of a parameter can be stored.
Other advantages of the relational database for HITRAN
include the ability to simply establish a data provenance,
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that is, each parameter can be given a time stamp; it is not
removed when replaced by newer data and can easily be
reproduced at a later time if necessary. The database
allows for a structured query language which greatly
facilitates validation and data mining for semantic information. References to sources of data, which have previously been stored in a separate file, are now part of the
database and easily accessed (this is similar to the feature
available in the HITRAN on the Web system discussed in
Section 7.1).
Under continued development, the new database structure has the ability to filter and return HITRAN data in
different output formats, including the older ones familiar
to many users. Details of this endeavor can be found in Hill
et al. [359].
7.3. Global data
Certain data that are general in scope to HITRAN appear
in a separate folder of the compilation that we call Global
Data. These data are necessary information including: (1)
the isotopic abundance values chosen for the HITRAN
intensities (required by the user to normalize their values);
and (2) the partition sums of the isotopologues as used by
HITRAN. Table 19 is the table of chosen molecular quantities provided with the HITRAN compilation.
Besides giving the value of the partition sum at the
HITRAN standard temperature of 296 K, a program is
provided with the compilation to compute the partition
sum of the isotopologues at temperatures from 70 to
3000 K. Note that the definition of partition sums in
HITRAN is very general and includes state-independent
statistical weights. Thus the values themselves may appear
rather large; however, the partition sums usually appear as
ratios, so extra factors in the definitions cancel out.
Descriptions of the methodology for deriving the HITRAN
partition sums can be found in Refs. [360,361].
8. Conclusions
The improvements to a new HITRAN database release
have been elaborated upon. The new edition has incorporated improved line position, intensity, and line-shape
parameters for many of the previously existing molecules
and isotopologues. Several new molecules and isotopologues have been added to the compilation, with special
consideration for applications beyond those associated
with the terrestrial atmosphere.
Applications over the past few years, especially highresolution, high signal-to-noise satellite remote-sensing
missions, have put new demands on the standard database.
Thus one can see in this new edition of HITRAN a concentrated effort to not only provide more accurate data, but to
expand the database to include more vibration-rotation
bands, weaker transitions, and refined line-shape parameters and formalisms. The compilation also includes for
the first time sets of collision-induced absorption data.
HITRAN is also evolving in terms of structure. A new
relational database structure has been established that
allows for many expansions that would be prohibitive in
the old fixed-length ASCII format of previous HITRAN

editions. Interfaces on the internet have also been established that provide the diverse group of HITRAN users with
much power to filter, extract, plot, and query the database.
The compilation is free; access instructions can be
obtained at http://www.cfa.harvard.edu/HITRAN.
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